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WHY does bad weather always coincide with the
weekend? The boat is hooked up, tackle rigged
and you have the green light from the missus.
But there’s one problem… It’s Friday and the
forecast shows an intense low pressure system
threatening strong winds, big swells and pouring
rain. While there are safer and more comfortable
options for fishing, all but the most dedicated
anglers postpone their trip until the following
weekend. Sound familiar?

It doesn’t have to be a waste of time. While some
people earn browny points with the family (a great
idea), I’m also a firm believer in using this downtime 
to your advantage and spending time preparing,
organising and getting ready for the next trip.

Below are a few things I’ve been doing during 
bad weather to alleviate cabin fever.

Tackle management
This is a big one for me and I’m yet to find a
perfect solution for tackle management. Whether
it’s the garage or a dedicated room for fishing
tackle storage, how you organise and manage
tackle at home will end up having an impact on
your time fishing. There’s nothing worse than
sorting through badly organised gear the night
before a big trip or discovering during a trip that a
vital piece of gear was forgotten. Badly organised
tackle will negatively impact your fishing!

I recently purchased a large free standing tool
chest with a hardwood timber top. The chest
features four pull out drawers and two shelves. It’s
all lockable. Each of the drawers hold between 20
and 30 individual tackle trays, while the shelves
hold empty water resistant tackle bags.

The idea is my tackle trays are neatly organised
into categories: species or fishing styles. Prior to a
trip, I select which tackle I need and place it into
one of the tackle bags stored nearby. When I
arrive home from fishing I do it all in reverse so
I’m organised for next time.

The difficult part is storing and selecting what 
terminal tackle and tools are needed for each
fishing trip. Thankfully my boat contains a
selection of pliers, knives, leader material, etc.
However, if I’m fishing from a mate’s boat or a 

kayak, it’s a matter of having extra supplies of this
gear to bring along. If I remove gear from my boat 
it invariably goes missing and that causes
problems on future trips.

Rods are neatly stored in dedicated tackle shop
rod racks but fly and travel rod tubes are scattered
pretty much everywhere... I’m still working on a
solution for those!

The theme of tackle management deserves its
own feature story and everyone has their indivdual
idea of what works best. Hopefully my system will 
help you become better organised at home.

Tying knots and rigs
Depending on your style of fishing, a rainy day is a
great opportunity to tie or assemble rigs in
preparation for an upcoming trip. This isn’t the sort
of thing done on the water, so utilising your
downtime in this way is a great opportunity and frees
up time for catching fish when the action’s red hot.

If you’re not assembling rigs, what about learning
that new knot? Sit down with a spool or two of line
and practise until it becomes second nature. Next
time you’re on the water and re-tying a knot, you’ll 
be thankful you spent time practising.

Boats and electronics
Again, learning to use something while fishing is a
waste of time. If you have some electronics on your
boat, why not sit in the garage and learn the
ins-and-outs of your sounder? Grab an instruction
manual or head to YouTube and practise before
hitting the water.

While you’re there, some boat maintenance
never goes astray. Spray the trailer with Inox and
check your bearings and other moving parts for
corrosion and signs of damage. Fix anything that
needs repairing inside your boat, charge batteries,
and ensure it’s spotless before leaving the garage.

As you see, spending the weekend indoors and
away from fishing isn’t necessarily a waste of time
and may be beneficial to your next trip away. Do
you have any tips on tackle management or using
your spare time on tackle preparation? Email me
at scottthomas@yaffa.com.au and let me know.

In the meantime, enjoy this month’s edition  
of Fisho! 

Cabin Fever
Fishing Remedies

Scott Thomas
Editor – Fishing World

BY SCOTT THOMAS

EDITORIAL
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Hooked up to a
salmon in the surf.

INSET: Brett
Mensforth with a
Port Lincoln South 
Coast salmon.
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As a sport fish, Australian salmon tick all the right boxes. JAMIE CRAWFORD 
shows us how to target these feisty southern fish off the beach.

Of The South
Salmon
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TOP: Camping on a 
beach overnight and 
targeting salmon during 
the day is cool fun.

MIDDLE: A big surf 
salmon caught while 
bait fishing.

RIGHT: Light surf 
outfits in the 10 – 11ft 
length range are ideal 
for casting lures at 
salmon in the surf.

ALMON are a cool fish to target and 
certainly tick a lot of boxes from a sport 

fishing perspective. They’re a schooling 
fish, aggressive feeders, jump once hooked, and 
they fight until the bitter end.

Salmon represent an accessible and reliable 
target down here in the south, and are a great fish 
for beginners to lure fishing, given their aggressive 
nature and voracious appetite. They rarely pass up 
a moving target, especially when they’re 
schooled-up and feeding competition is high.

Although we sometimes see patches of weed 
along this surf beach, the outline of a salmon 
school is pretty unmistakable. A salmon school 
offers up a defined edge, is generally darker and 
more consistent in colour than what a patch of 
weed is, and if you stare at them for long enough, 
eventually you’ll see the dark mass change shape, 
move or flicker. I still get excited when I see a 
black mass of fish holding within the surf line.

The schools we spotted on our recent session 
varied in size, and in distance from shore. We 

held a high vantage point until a school 
would move within casting range, 

and then it was a race down the 
beach to hit the school before 
they ventured out again. The 
schools were on the move a fair 

bit, and would only hold within 
casting range for several minutes before 

moving out behind the breakers.
We have quite a few seals, dolphins and bronze 

whalers along this stretch of coast in South 
Australia, and these guys often help to push the 
schools into casting range. Once within range we 
would fire out 30 to 50g metal slugs towards the 

S



edge of the school. By aiming at the side of the 
school or by intercepting the mass of fish as they 
move you’re less likely to spook the rest of the school; 
giving you the chance to land multiple salmon.

I must admit I had a couple of wayward casts 
which lobbed right in the middle of the school. 
Testament to how flighty the fish can be, it made 
the school scatter, then reform away from the lure 
and move into deeper water… doh!

We ended up enjoying a great afternoon of 
salmon action, releasing a bunch of fish. These 
fish weren’t overly big – averaging around the 
1–2kg bracket with the occasional larger fish. 
Salmon in the surf get a lot bigger here in SA, 
with fish of 4 to 5kg regularly caught.

Locations
Salmon are widespread across the temperate half 
of our country. We actually have two separate 
species of Australian salmon, the eastern and the 
western variety. Visually the species looks almost 
identical, albeit for a few minor details. The main 
difference is the maximum size, with the eastern 
species reaching 6kg in weight and the western 
species attaining a maximum of 9kg, however fish 
of these sizes are very rare. While a surf-caught 
salmon of around 4kg might be above average 
along the east coast, it’s a fairly common capture 
along the surf beaches in SA and WA.

The eastern species is distributed from 
southern QLD, down to Port Philip Bay, 
including Tasmania, while the western variety 
can be found from western Victoria, through SA 
to Lancelin in WA. Any high-energy surf beach 
within this temperate range has the potential to 
hold schools of Australian salmon, with beaches 

offering greater gutter formation more likely to 
hold fish on a more regular basis as opposed to 
flat, featureless surf beaches.

Conditions, tackle and technique
Without doubt the most exciting way to target 
surf-roaming salmon is with a light surf outfit and 
a handful of lures. Seeing a dozen or so black-
backed salmon porpoising down the face of a wave 
to crash your lure is pretty cool.  

This is an active and visual way of fishing for 
salmon, and is especially effective when you can 
spot schools of fish holding in the surf. Lures 
will cast further than bait on average, allowing 
you to hit those schools that are generally outside 
of bait-lobbing range.

Even when schools aren’t obvious, it’s still 
worthwhile walking the beach and casting lures 
into likely looking water. It’s still possible to find 
small patches of fish moving within the gutter, 
and you’d be surprised that even small salmon 
will eagerly swipe a lure. I generally walk to a 
gutter, fan out a dozen or so casts to cover the 
water, and if no action I’ll walk (or drive) along 
to the next piece of likely water. 

This is an active form of fishing and with a 
rod, simple bum-bag and a bottle of water you 
can cover a fair bit of ground quite easily. Inside 
the bag it’s a good idea to carry some spare lures, 
leader material, spare trebles and singles as well 
as a set of long nose pliers. 

A few years back I drove a fair-sized treble deep 
into my thumb while trying to unhook a salmon. 
That was a trip to hospital, so I try to use pliers 
when unhooking salmon these days. Most metal 
lures in the 30 to 50g range will work fine. A 

couple of my favourite lures for casting distance 
are Spanyid Strike-It, Halco Outcast and Lasers, 
all of which cast like a bullet. It’s more important 
to have casting distance on your side than to have 
a lure with action when it comes to salmon. If 
you make the distance, chances are the salmon 
will chase that lure.

Soft plastics are another good lure in the surf, 
but they don’t offer the casting distance that metal 
lures do. Stickbait style plastics in the 100 to 
140mm size together with a 1oz jig head are 
effective on salmon, especially when there’s a nice 
body of water in close and the fish are scattered.

Having a light but well balanced outfit is 
important for casting distance in the surf too. Long 
gone are the days of heavy multi-taper glass rods for 
flicking lures in the surf. The new generation of 
lightweight carbon-fibre or graphite rods are miles 
ahead of the early surf blanks. A 10 - 11ft rod rated 
at 5–8kg combined with a 4000 or 5000 sized 
threadline reel and 20lb braid casts relatively light 
lures an absolute mile, and they’re an outfit you can 
comfortably use all day without fatigue. 

Having light or offshore wind is a big advantage 
when flicking lures in the surf; obviously for 
casting distance but also for spotting schools. And 
although flicking lures is, in my opinion anyway, 
the most appealing method of targeting salmon in 
the surf, sometimes the particular beach or the 
conditions don’t lend themselves to lure fishing, 
and this is where bait fishing comes to the fore.

Bait fishing for salmon is a better option when 
there is a big swell running, if there is a strong side 
current or if the gutter is quite narrow. The 
majority of our bigger salmon are caught on bait 
too. Fishing with bait is a good option if there is the 
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likelihood of some by-catch. While lure fishing is active and visual, it is quite 
selective towards salmon and not a lot else.

It is possible to jag the occasional jewie while salmon fishing; we’ve
caught several school jew while targeting salmon in the surf. While these
fish are generally smaller, we have caught a couple of fish around the 10kg
mark which is a pretty cool bonus. Other by-catch from our southern surf 
beaches includes flathead, plus gummy and school sharks.

For this reason, I opt for slightly heavier trace line than normal when
targeting salmon in the surf. I use 60lb trace leading onto my hooks for
salmon, with 5/0 or 6/0 octopus hooks a proven pattern. Good quality IQF
pilchards are a standard salmon bait for us, but we also use strips of squid and
fillets of other fish including trevally, mullet and even fillets of other salmon.

The best window of conditions when bait fishing for salmon is fishing
around the high tide with medium size swell and light wind. No swell 

sees the salmon sitting out wide, but too much swell makes the
conditions difficult and brings in unwanted weed.

The same tackle as mentioned above will suffice when bait fishing for
salmon, but because of the side current and rips often seen along surf
beaches, it’s often necessary to use large star sinkers of 4 to 6oz. While
the light surf outfits are fantastic for flicking lures, they aren’t suited for
lobbing heavy weights. You have the option to either use a smaller sinker
and expect the bait to drift through the gutter a bit, or to use a heavier
outfit to be able to cast and anchor the heavier sinker into place.

Surf rods of around 12ft in length and rated at 8–12kg are ideal for bait
fishing in the surf, and when coupled with a 6000 to 8000 size threadline
and 30lb braid, they can comfortably cast these heavier weights.

Salmon respond well to berley, so if we are planning on fishing the one
body of water for a salmon session, we’ll generally use some berley to draw
fish in. Chopped pilchards and even pellets work well, either thrown in
loosely (if the side current isn’t ripping too hard) or filled in an onion bag 
and allowed to drift on a rope in the shallows.

On the table
While salmon aren’t known for their eating qualities, smaller fish up to
around 2kg actually eat okay if they’re bled and chilled straight away.
Don’t get me wrong, they’re not a delicate mild flesh, but they still suit
some seafood dishes quite well. Salmon are also a good bait in the surf for
jewies and shark, so it’s worthwhile investing in a salmon session before
hitting the beach for bigger targets.

Salmon are an accessible and fun sportfish here in our cooler southern
waters. If you’ve been ignoring your local salmon lately, why not re-ignite 
the surf fishing fire and have a session on your local beach soon.
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FISHING NEWS

THE Gold Coast Flathead Classic 
is on again in 2016 from 28 
September to 1 October. 

The Gold Coast Sportfishing 
Club runs this hugely popular 
catch and release competition and 
is celebrating its 40th anniversary 
this year. 

The Flatty Classic will this year 
be run from the club’s brand new 
clubhouse to accommodate what organisers 
are expecting to be big turnout. 

As in previous years, all major prizes 
will be drawn at random meaning that 
everyone has a chance of winning a 
major prize. 

And, as always, the competition will 
coincide with both QLD and NSW school 
holidays so there will be plenty of fun for 
the whole family.

More information and registration forms 
can be found on the Gold Coast 
Sportfishing Club website.

FLY fishing’s most celebrated annual event, 
the RISE Fly Fishing Film Festival, 
continues its global tour during August and 
September in Australia. The film tour serves 
as a stage for the best filmmakers in the 
industry and allows the fishing community 
to share their passion for the sport by 
attending film screenings across the country.

In its 11th year, RISE is celebrating a 
decade of bringing the best fishing 
entertainment to cinemas around the 
world. Australian audiences can look 
forward to stunning footage from 
Argentina, Australia, New Zealand, 
Bolivia and Alaska presented in high 
definition on the big screen.

For many, RISE Fly Fishing Film 
Festival has become so much more than 
just going to the cinema. These annual 
fish-fests have become a true celebration 
of f ly fishing; it’s an excuse to get 
together with friends and reminisce 
about the past season as well as look 
forward to the season to come.

Presented by Gin-Clear Media,  
RISE will screen across Australia, 
including Brisbane, Central Coast, 
Sydney, Bowral, Canberra, Albury, 
Melbourne, Ballarat, Bendigo, Hobart, 
Burnie, Launceston, Adelaide, Perth 
and Darwin. More info can be found on 
the Gin Clear media website.

Dates set for 
2016 Flatty 
Classic

Rise Film Festival

Rock 
fishing 
safety 
update
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The death “scoreboard” sign posted
at several rock fishing locations.

WEBSITE readers may have 
followed moves by Randwick 
Council to alert anglers in its local 
government area to the dangers of 
rock fishing. Seventeen local 
deaths in just the past few years 
prompted the move. As Fisho 
reported, the council installed 
multi-lingual death “scoreboards” 
at black spots along the Randwick 
City coastline that show the 
number of recent deaths. 

Mal Poole, the NSW 
recreational fishing alliance safety 
officer assisted Council with the 
signs’ design and placement. And 
while acknowledging that 
compulsory wearing of life jackets 
is not across the line as yet, 
Council ran an online poll 
amongst its weekly News readers 
to judge the level of support for 
making the wearing of life jackets 
compulsory for rock fishers. 
Reults: for, 86 per cent; against,  
9 per cent; uncertain, 5 per cent.

By John Newbery
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Dragonfl y 5DVS 5" Dual-Channel CHIRP Sonar

VALUEPACK
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SAVEUPTO

$399!*

$399 RRP saving applies to 5M kit with CMAP chart. Save $389 on 5M kit with Navionics chart card. Save $350 RRP with no chart included
Limited time offer.

Dragonfl y 5M Dragonfl y 5DVS

Whitworths Marine & Leisure, Boating and RV and 
Road Tech Marine or your local Raymarine 
participating Dealer for details.



FISHING NEWS
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MONTH
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JUST back from a trip to the NT 
to a spot where at this time of 
year you’d normally expect 15 to 
20 barra caught per angler per 
day. But “normal” is contingent 
on there having been a good or 
at least average wet season ...

VISITORS to the tropical north
of Australia who are fortunate
enough to fish in offshore coral
reef areas will probably be
familiar with hussars, a group of
relatively small but pretty
tropical lutjanids in the genus
Lutjanus. Closely related to...

CLIMATIC EVENTS 
BY JOHN NEWBERY

ISH FACTS:
HUSSARS

BY DR BEN DIGGLES

THE addition of artificial reefs has been a great 
change to the WA fishing landscape in the past 
three years. Quality fish started appearing on the 
first two reefs in Geographe Bay almost instantly, 
and the new installation off Mandurah should be 
no different. Prime recreational fishing species 
like pink snapper, samson fish, dhufish, skippy 
and yellowtail kingfish love the new structures 
and take up residence around them. 

Not only do the reefs improve fishing in the 
area where they are deployed, they also increase 
the productivity of the local fishery itself. 
However, recreational fishers are also finding 
they need to tailor their tactics to suit these 
purpose-built structures.

The modules are perfect cover for tough 
fighters likes samsons and kingies, which can run 
straight through the reef when hooked, meaning 
disaster for the angler. That means the bigger fish 
are almost impossible to stop if hooked close to 
the structure and it requires fishers to take that 

into account when fishing around the reefs. For 
that reason, it is best to avoid anchoring right on 
the reef (which also means less chance of losing 
the anchor), rather you should circle the area to 
get a feel for the structure. Taking into account 
wind direction and current, set yourself to anchor 
so you are sitting alongside the reef. Anchoring 
directly on the reef will lead to heavy tackle and 
fish losses, but being too far away will produce 
poor results, so take the time to get it right, 
remembering that those samsons, pinkies and 
kingies know exactly where to head when hooked.

Always be responsible and courteous to other 
fishers in the area, including spear fishers, there’s 
plenty of opportunity for everyone to fish the 
reefs. A berley trail is a good way to bring the 
fish to you. Alternatively, trolling around the 
reefs is a good way to find the pelagic fish which 
are in the area, while drifting close to it should 
allow you to draw bottom fish like dhuies and 
pinkies to your bait or lure.

WA’s artificial reefs producing 
immediate results 

NVIRONMENT:➀

➁
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One Step  
Closer
Dreaming of a boys fishing trip or taking the kids away 
in the family caravan? Get one step closer with ARB 
Summit Rear Step Tow Bar. Built around a tubular steel 
subframe, a class leading design and a no compromise 
approach to protection and performance, the ARB 
Summit Rear Step Tow Bar will bring you one step 
closer to any outback getaway. 

ARB.COM.AU
TEL. 1300 ARB 4X4 | 

Key Features:

• Through tub mounting system attaches to the chassis  
for maximum strength

• 2.5mm press formed steel wing panels
• Press formed steel rear diffuser
• 60.3mm x 2.6mm tubular steel frame
• Four Hi-Lift jack points
• 3.5t Class 4, 50mm tow hitch and safety chain attachment points

• Anodised aluminium tread plate with non slip corrugations
• Choice of trailer plug
• Available for both sensor and non sensor equipped vehicles
• Narva licence plate light
• Provision for ARB air compressor outlet, ARB trailer camera wiring  

and Anderson plug



OR many years I only fished with the 
mates and left my wife at home. It was 
sometimes only a few hours or maybe 

the entire day. However, once I started 
fishing further offshore the days became much 
longer, and in some instances when a leave pass 
was granted, they turned into weekends away 
tournament fishing.

When our daughter came along it was harder 
to keep up the “pre-kids” fishing routine. She 
became more aware of the time I’d spend away 
from home fishing with the boys and with each 
trip the guilt factor grew. 

After upgrading our 14ft open tinny to a 
larger fibreglass boat with more room and 
protection from the elements, the stage was set 
to include the family in my hobby, a hobby 
which consisted mostly of offshore game fishing. 

Over the past two years we’ve clocked up over 
700 hours at sea with my wife and seven-year-old 
daughter, chasing marlin, tuna and sharks. Quite 
often mates remind me how lucky I am (I reckon 
the girls are lucky to keep getting an invite). 

The question is frequently asked: How do you it? 
I’d love to see more families fishing, 

particularly kids, and hope I can provide a few 
tips to help you enjoy some time offshore game 
fishing as a family. 

Keeping it safe
First and foremost comes safety. This rule should 
apply regardless, however I will admit for a while I 
took safety for granted. That was until we had a 
near miss returning from a day’s fishing over the 
continental shelf in the middle of winter in the 
dark! This was an awaking that I needed; it scared 
the crap out of us and very nearly shattered the 
girls’ confidence I had worked so hard to build. 

It’s easy to become complacent about safety when 
fishing with grown adults. But when it comes to the 
family there’s a lot more to lose. Young kids and our 
wives can panic quickly, even in a minor situation. 

Check that all your safety gear hasn’t expired 
and most importantly easy to access. Think about 
a worst case situation: Do you have enough safety 
gear to save your family? If not, go buy more gear.

Involving the family in your 
fishing pursuits is possible 
with the right approach 
and some common sense.

OPPOSITE: The reward 
when it all comes together.

Involving the family in trailer boat game fishing may seem 
daunting. NATHAN BAJADA discovered a formula to make it 

work and now has the ultimate fishing team.

Are You Game?
Family Fishing:

F

FAMILY FISHING
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ABOVE: Don’t
underestimate how
scary big fish can be 
to a small child.

RIGHT: On Nathan’s
boat, everyone has
a role with his wife
reeling in each and
every fish they catch.

FAMILY FISHING

The thought of losing your kids or family at sea
because you took short cuts or took the she’ll be
right attitude would be a tough one to live with. 

Check out the fact box for a full list of 
essential gear.

Keep it interesting
One of the biggest things with kids, particularly
the younger ones (mine started fishing from the
age of four inshore and around six offshore) is
keeping them entertained. They get bored
quickly! We spend most of our time trolling for
marlin and there’s often many hours between fish.
So pack plenty of distractions.

It’s worth taking toys, books, blank paper and
pencils, cross words, puzzles. And don’t forget
the tablet or iPad, a very worthwhile investment. 
With a swag of music and preloaded movies
these can help pass the time.

Our boat, whilst only 18ft in length, has a
decent size cabin with good cushions so our
daughter can spend a fair amount of time up the
front utilising that space. We’re lucky that she
doesn’t get seasick or cabin fever!

On calm and quiet days, when drifting live
baits for example, it’s not uncommon for us to 
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CT BOX
TY FIRST

Basic Equipment
• A full array of the required NSW safety gear 

for operating offshore (check local 
regulations per state).

• Life Raft - we keep a four-man self-inflating life 
raft that’s contained in a soft bag at the front of 
our cab. After our near miss the thought of the 
girls swimming in cold water for any period of 
time scared the crap out of me and the life raft 
was a no-brainer. The added bonus was the 
improvement of ride with the additional 30kg 
over the nose of our boat. 

Pumps
• My bilge circuit is now stand-alone, with 

separate wiring from the battery to the bilge 
switch. We have also put a light and audible 
alarm connected to the float switch so we 
know if the bilge pump has turned on. In 
addition we have installed a manual pump, 
again for the worst case scenario where we 
lose all power from our batteries (this is more 
common that you might think) 

• Emergency Grab Kit - we have a safety kit 
including flares, spare VHF portable radio, 
v-sheet and spare EPIRB in a container. This 
is kept in a place easily accessed should we 
need to abandon the boat quickly. 

• H20 - most importantly, we keep 60 litres of 
drinking water and plenty of food in the boat 

Practical life jackets
• My daughter wears a self-inflating life jacket at 

all times. We started her out in a full foam PFD1 
jacket, however found it very uncomfortable 
and hard to fish. We keep the self-inflating 
jacket well maintained and serviced. 

• Education - both my wife and daughter 
know where our safety gear is and how to 
use it. They also both have a basic 
understanding of most things in the boat 
function, be it our electronics or how to 
operate the engine and steering. 

Mechanic on-board
• We keep a decent amount of tools on the boat 

along with some basic spares. I think it’s crazy 
for people to head offshore without basic 
tools, and more importantly, a basic 
understanding of your boat’s layout, 
particularly of components below the 
waterline such as sea cocks and fittings. In 
many emergency situations the difference 
between survival and failure comes down to 
you being able to help yourself long enough for 
emergency services to arrive (this could be 
hours or days) 

Safety in numbers
• Try and co-ordinate your trips out as a family 

around a time when other people you know 
are making a similar trip. Stay in contact with 
them and most definitely log on with your 
local rescue services.

SA

Fpull out a pack of Uno cards and have a few 
games. Our last attempt at this ended up in us 
abandoning mid-game after a blue marlin decided 
our live slimy was on its lunch menu. It made for 
some interesting times with mum scooting to the 
back of the boat to grab the rod amongst a flurry 
of Uno cards scattered around the deck! 

Involve the family
Once you have your safety gear sorted and the 
family start feeling more at ease, try and involve 
them as much as possible. My wife winds in all 
the fish on our boat (a job I was happy to hand 
over) and now after a couple of years at sea, my 
daughter comes to the back of the boat when we’re 
close to tagging a fish and passes me the tag pole.

Another way is get them some of their own 
gear, be it rods, reels lures, etc. The tackle 
industry is starting to cater for the kids and 
ladies with some cool designs and more suitable 
colours. We’re lucky to have a lure maker that’s 
a member of our club and has an open mind 
when it comes to customising his range of 
skirted marlin lures. After a quick chat he came 
up with a few custom lures with some of her 
small plastic toys moulded into the resin heads. 

Being my daughter’s own lures, she gave each of 
them names and she gets to decide when and 
which ones we use.

Catching the live bait can also be one of the 
more exciting things for kids. Just quietly, when 
that’s a full string of slimies coming onboard, 
Dad gets a pretty excited, too! 

Along with the activities we do at sea, our 
daughter spends a few hours of each day sleeping. 
Most of our mornings start early and this combined 
with the long runs can tire kids quite quickly. It’s 
important to have somewhere comfortable, dry 
and safe for them to have a snooze.  

Sea sickness
Now this can be a challenging one! Many women  
– and men for that matter – have reservations 
about heading to sea due to concern of sea 
sickness. This is something my wife needed to 
overcome and it was always a reason for her to stay 
at home. Finding the sea sick tablets manufactured 
through Bova Compounding Pharmacy, more 
commonly known as the ET Sea Sick Tablets were 
our saving grace. These tablets are solely responsible 
for us being able to now fish as a family. They 
worked amazingly well and I can highly 



recommend them. After two seasons she’s now at a
point where she’s stopped needing them most days.

Having a backup plan for the dreaded worry
of seasickness is a big tick in the right box and a 
confidence booster for the family.

Family politics
Being in a shared small space for up to 12 hours
at a time is testing for adults, let alone when you
take kids. To make it work you need good
communication and clear rules. If you’re taking
multiple kids out, particularly siblings, it helps to
have rules and boundaries clearly made and
discussed before you leave the boat ramp. Rules
about who will use which rod or how often they
share the strike can help. Perhaps divide the boat
down the middle, or make it simple and allow
them their own rods. Arguments at sea can turn
a fun enjoyable day into a day of misery.

Catching large gamefish involves team work, and
when each member has a role to play and it all comes
together, it can be the most rewarding experience
you can have as a parent. It also goes a long way to
helping with the family dynamic back on land. 

Learn from your mistakes
We all learn from mistakes and I’m no different. 

ABOVE: The wife will never say no to a fishing trip if 
the whole family is involved.
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Here are a few tips I’ve picked up along the way:
• Start with short trips, don’t try and take on big 

days early in the piece, this can end in near
mutinies at sea

• Be very open about what they can expect. In
particular, Explain to them that the boat will 
make loud banging noises when it goes
through the waves.

• Waves and water will from time to time come
over the side of the boat. The boat wont sink
from this water. And yes, Mum is right, if Dad
slowed down less water would come on board!

• You may not see land from where we will be
fishing. It’s okay, dad knows how to find his
way home!

• Sharks won’t jump in the boat and try to eat
us. Dad’s boat is faster than the sharks!
We found it very important when it came to 

the young ones to constantly remind and
reassure them of the points above.

Without doubt in all my years of fishing these
past couple have been the best thanks to finding
ways of including my family. The experiences
they have fishing offshore are unique and will
live on as memories forever.

Hopefully this will inspire you to find a way to
include your family and kids on your fishing trips.
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Designed from the inside out for the technical
angler, the Clash reels feature a fully machined CNC
gear train for the perfect combination of precision,

durability, and smoothness. Other features
include a full metal body, HT-100 drag system, 
and our new Leveline slow oscillation system.

The CNC Gear™ is machined from premium 

metals which provide a durable yet smooth gear train 

created by the precision of CNC technology.  

HT-100TM drag washers provide 

smooth drag under heavy loads.

The perfect oscillation for an  

extremely even line lay.

Full Metal Body and sideplate keep  

precise gear alignment under  

heavy loads.

Field tested with Spiderwire 

Stealth Bluewater Camo Braid.



Troy Dixon from
Wilson Fishing
with a nice barra
on a Zerek Fish 
Trap.
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After a few challenging years for the Daly
River, DAVID GREEN proves that following a
plan and perfecting the right techniques will 

pay off and result in more fish.

Daly River
Lessons
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VER the past few decades I’ve spent a 
lot of time fishing the Daly River in the 
Northern Territory. This beautiful river 

is one of the most famous in the country 
for producing high quality barra fishing for the 
thousands who visit it. All of my fishing in this 
river has been done between March and June, the 
time of year after the wet season when the 
freshwater flows from high up the river. 

The Daly is quite a fickle river for the angler, 
and the length and intensity of the prior wet season 
has a marked effect on the quality of the fishing. 
After four poor wet seasons in a row, in 2016 the 
fishing was, in terms of fish caught per hour, 
quite poor. Despite this, we managed to catch 
quite a lot of barra by using the cumulative 
lessons of the past to find some pretty good 
opportunities in a tough river. 

The following lessons were learnt on the Daly, but 
apply equally well to most tidal rivers where barra 
can be caught. Barra fishing requires an intelligent 
and thoughtful approach. The key factors to 

consider are tidal movement, water quality and 
finding a food source that the barramundi are 
feeding on. These highly mobile fish will move long 
distances in search of food, and catching them 
always requires a plan. It also requires getting the 
right techniques perfected to get the fish to bite.

Water quality
In general, if a barra can’t see your lure, it won’t 
bite your lure. On big spring tides in the Daly a 
huge volume of water pushes up the river, and in 
general, the bigger the tide is, the dirtier the water 
that flows upstream will be. However, the bigger 
the tide pushes, the more it will be used by big 
barramundi, that use the tidal bore as a free ride 
upstream. When mullet move up with this tide 
the barra feed ferociously on this tide, and there 
can be spectacular fishing by trolling the run in 
tide. While barra will bite in water most southern 
anglers consider almost mud, after a while you 
learn to differentiate between the different shades 
of “brown”. If you can see your rod tip when it’s 

about 15 to 30cm underwater, it’s generally good 
enough to troll. When you can’t see more than 
10cm through the water, it’s time to move.

When confronted by a river that’s extremely 
dirty, look for patches of clarity. These are 
generally low flow areas, back eddies and the 
bank side with the least flow. You may see areas 
of billowing muddy swirls interspersed with 
patches of clarity. These areas can be very 
productive at times, particularly if there are 
schools of mullet, as barra will hide in the 
muddy sections looking out into clearer patches 
and use the mud as an ambush point.

If you are casting or trolling deeper structure, 
water clarity is very important. While you may see 
barra on your side imaging in or close to the snags, 
they often won’t move to hit your lures in filthy 
water. Barramundi like to stay tight in cover to 
avoid sharks and other predators and are reluctant 
to move into open dirty spaces. They also cannot 
see your lures. In these situations using lures with 
luminous pigments and high fluorescence can 
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catch you fish in areas of marginal 
water quality, as it gives the fish 
greater visibility from distance. In 
general, the best time to target snag 
casting and trolling is the week 
around the period of neap tides when 
the water flow is much less and the water cleans up. 
In these areas a local would consider a river to be 
“gin clear” when they can see a metre into it. In 
southern areas most of us would consider this water 
to be marginally clear at best.

Targeting metre barra
While a big barra may turn up on a small lure, in 
general to catch monsters you need to feed them a 
big lure that imitates the food they are chasing. 
Big barra have big mouths, and like Murray cod, 
no lure is too big! A few years ago I watched Shane 
Compain absolutely destroy the field in a Barra 
Classic on the first day by catching a swag of 
monster barra on soft plastics big enough to fillet! 
I’ve learnt a lot from Shane, because in the 

f you can see your rod tip when it’s about 15 - 30cm 
underwater, it’s generally good enough to troll. When you can’t 
see more than 10cm through the water, it’s time to move.” 

I
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A metre-plus fish caught mid-
river on a hard body.

BELOW: Rocky Edwards with a 
nice Daly River barra.

MAIN: The Daly holds some 
good size fish for those willing 
to execute a solid plan.
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competitive world of fishing barramundi 
tournaments he is the best angler to come along in 
the history of the sport. Shane has “fish smarts”, 
always innovating and spending plenty of time on 
the water. In this tournament he worked out that 
there was a steady flow of baby barramundi 
coming out of a creek mouth, and their 
cannibalistic parents were holding on the leading 
edge of a nearby rock bar waiting to eat the 
children. The lures he used were massive shad style 
soft plastics more suited to chasing dog toothed 
tuna. He had done his homework prior to the 
tournament and on a neap tide he held position 
and his team caught around 14 big barra on the 
first day in a tough event. Interestingly, long 
skinny style plastics that looked more mullet like 
couldn’t get a sniff. The key was a big deep profile 
plastic worked slowly along the bottom. Since this 
time Shane has developed the “Bazza Bait”, sold 
under the Tackle World label. This is a true replica 
of a baby barra and has been used to catch 
hundreds of metre fish. The key to catching 
monsters is to use big lures in the right place. Some 
of these plastics require up to 15/0 and 18/0 worm 
hooks and a very solid outfit to throw them with.

Trolling for monsters is generally done on the 
run in tide, using the push to chase mobile adult 
fish moving up river. The late Col Cordingley, 

the legend and true gentleman of the Daly, 
pioneered a lot of these methods. The key to 
getting this right is to have a good understanding 
of side imaging technology. This lets you see the 
fish, adjust your troll line and take your lures 
directly to the fish. These fish are generally high 
in the water column, and shallow running lures 
like the largest Bomber Long A, the B52 Big Ass 
and B52 200mm model, Halco 160 and 190 
scorpions and the Tackle World Stradas. These 
lures dive twice as deep when trolled with the 
tide than they do when trolled into the tide. I rig 
all my big lures with double or triple split rings 
and 2/0 Owner hooks (the black ones). 
Additionally, I’ve found I have much greater 
success using long soft rods, threadline reels and 
trolling the rods in rod holders. I definitely think 
a soft rod gives a much better hook-up. Over the 
years we have caught many monster barra using 
this method in the Daly River.

Soft vibes are a lure you must 
learn to use!
Over the past four years I have had soft vibes 
change many trips from unproductive to hot 
bites. Catching barra on soft vibes requires 
practice. These lures are amongst the snaggiest 
available, and this can be very frustrating at 
times. I’ve learnt to look for “runways”. These are 
muddy channels and passages where the bottom 
is clean and almost snag free, ideally positioned 
in areas where barramundi travel. A good sounder 
with side imaging can help you find suitable 
areas. Some of these runways are quite narrow, 
funnelling between snags, and you need to work 
out exactly where your line of cast needs to be. 
The important point to make is that you have to 
cast along the runway, not across it, so in general 
you will be casting into or against the tidal flow. 
We did well in the recent 2016 Barra Nationals 
by focusing our efforts on one particular runway 

LEFT: Bright lures are 
often essential on the 
Daly River with its poor 
water clarity.

MAIN: A typical back 
eddy barra from the Daly.

BELOW: SideScan is a 
very handy tool for barra. 
However, fish spotted 
deep in structure are often 
reluctant to move when 
conditions are muddy.
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but you do need some space. When you’re 
crowded by other boats it’s extremely frustrating 
as you just can’t cast where you want to.

Soft vibes require subtlety in presentation 
and a fair amount of practice. They work well 
on fish that are shut down and inactive, and at 
times get bites when all other lures fail to get a 
sniff. I’ve often noticed that barra travelling the 
runways are right on the bottom, moving 
slowly. The lure needs to be presented in a series
of small hops, with quite a long pause. A lot of
barra suck the lure in when it is sitting on the
bottom. When you hop, lift the lure 20-30cm
at most, and then rapidly drop the rod so the
lure is on a slack line. You need to learn to feel
bites on a slack line, and you need to snap the
rod upwards on any minimal bump. It takes
practice and constant situational awareness.

One of the newer soft vibes I’ve used is the
Zerek Fish Trap. This lure has a very subtle
advantage over other models I’ve tried. It has a
tiny curl tail on the end. In current, when this
lure is sitting on the bottom, the tail still moves
like a tiny worm. To an inspecting barra, a
stationary lure that still has tail movement when
lying on the mud definitely attracts attention. I
was initially quite dismissive of this tiny pig tail,
but it definitely seems to get sucked in more
than other vibes I’ve tried when sitting on the
mud as it still has some micro movement that
convinces barra it’s a living thing.

To illustrate the effectiveness of this lure, in the
recent Barra Nationals 61 teams of three anglers
fished for five days and caught 482 barramundi.
Our team, Dead Fishy, caught 64 of these fish (13
per cent of the total catch) of which 59 were
caught on soft vibes and 53 of these were on the
Zerek Fish Trap. On the last day, which we spent
crowded in by other boats, we caught every single

fish caught on that particular runway on Fish
Traps. Other nearby boats didn’t get a bite, but we
managed 14 fish despite a lack of space. These are
a really important lure to have in your tackle box,
but you need to learn how to use them.

Look for back eddies
Back eddies are areas where the current flow
reverses as a moving body of water passes a bend
and creates a reverse pressure that makes the
water swirl in a circular pattern. As such, these
areas provide barramundi with a station where
they can sit out of the current and hold station
looking into the current for passing food. Back
eddies always move according to the direction of
the flow, the height of the river and the velocity
of the tide. The key is learning to spot the good
ones and work them effectively. Casting into back
eddies can be one of the most effective tactics in
all the big tidal rivers in the Top End, and when
there are plenty of mullet and cherabin in the
river these spots always hold good fish. I like to

cast back eddies using a variety of lures. Shallow
running bombers are deadly, as are soft plastics.
Soft vibes can also be effective if the eddy isn’t
too snaggy. Most barra tend to be hooked where
the eddy intersects the main current flow. These
areas also often have a bit better water clarity
than the main river and are key spots to work on
the big tides when the water is dirty.

The Daly River in the Northern Territory has
been a tough place to fish over the past few
seasons, but the harder it gets, the more I tend to
learn. Hopefully in the next few years the barra
fishing will return to its former glory as wet
seasons return to normal, but like all tidal rivers
it is subject to great seasonal variation. This year,
despite the short but intense wet season, we saw
pockets of excellent fishing, and I have found
that by working hard and thinking about my
fishing carefully I have still had pretty good
fishing. But the Daly is not just about the
fishing. It’s a wild, challenging and beautiful
river that holds a special place for all who fish it.

Another barra for 
Troy Dixon on the 

highly-effective 
Fish Trap.
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100 EVEN MORE CHANCES TO WIN IN SEASON 2

ENTER AT WWW.MILLIONDOLLARFISH.COM.AU

** ENTER TO WIN 1OF 5 PREMIUM FISHING HOLIDAYS + LOTS MORE PARTNER PRIZES ** 

28 FEB 
2017

REGISTRATION 
IS OPEN UNTIL

SEASON 2 RUNS OCT '16 - FEB '17



PROUDLY SPONSORED BY

NEW PRODUCTS
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Fisho highlights the latest tackle, 
gear and accessories.

NewWhat’s

HALCO TO THE MAX
ALCO Tackle Company presents the newest offering in the line, the big brother to the 
Max 130, the all new Max 190. This award winning bibless minnow has been re- worked 

by Halco, and is now available in 190mm (7.5 inches). The Max 190 has a wide effective 
operating envelope, working well from a fast cast and retrieve speed, all the way to a 12 
knot troll. This lure dives to two metres, and the slender rear profile allows for increased 
hook clearance, vital for affective hook ups on pelagic species.

This larger model Max features #7/0 inline singles, allowing larger hook gape and 
less leverage on tackle exerted from the fighting fish, as well as increasing 

angler and fish safety when handling large pelagic species on board. 
This lure is forward weighted for a long cast into the strongest 

of headwinds without tumbling. Weighing in at 163 grams 
(5.75 ounces) with thick walls and a reinforced nose, the 
Max 190 is cast in Halco’s high tech polymers for 
unbeatable toughness and durability-  this lure is the 
usual high standard Halco strength.
More info www.halcotackle.com.au

H

OSTA’S Hinano sunglass style features a small fit, with cushioned high-grip temple tips, a 
low-wrap head curve and hypoallergenic rubberized soft nose pads, to help keep the 

frames comfortably in place all day. The optical spring hinge allows for a comfortable fit.
Hinano is comprised of a nearly indestructible bio-based resin material sourced from the 

castor plant, a sustainable, hardy perennial. The bio-based resin produces increased 
durability, overall sunglasses weight reduction, and the ability for the frame to hold shape 
from extreme heat to bitter cold temperatures, crucial for anglers out battling the elements. 

Hinano is available in frame colors including: blackout, shiny black, and matte coconut 
fade, as well as Costa’s own tri-fusion color technology, available in shiny navy + red + gray 
and driftwood + white + khaki. The tri-fusion technology shows the beauty of colors 
molded together into one sunglass style. 
More info www.costadelmar.com

NEW FROM COSTA

REVIEWED   PLATYPUS P8 BRAID
ISHOS are spoilt for choice these 
days when it comes to fishing line. 

With so many choices out there, it's 
fantastic to see one of the best lines 
available belongs to an Australian 
company. Platypus Fishing Lines recently 
launched its P8 braid, a premium round 
braid that ticks all the boxes when it 
comes to dimeter, durability and 
fishability. It's thin, although not too thin, 
and features the right level of suppleness 
and texture for hassle free fishing. 

I spooled up an Abu Revo and Shimano 
Saragosa with 30lb Platypus P8 and over 
the past few months tested the line on a 
number of species in the salt. Locally I 
caught a bunch of kingfish and salmon, 
while up north, it was tested on 
mackerel, tuna and tropical reef species. 

The good news is P8 held up against 
the abuse and is still going strong. It ties 
a good knot (mostly FG and double uni) 
and seems to break well above its stated 
breaking strain, which helps compensate 
for any shoddy knots I've tied. 

Platypus says 8 Carrier lines are 
rounder and thinner than conventional 3 
or 4 carrier braids and won't flatten or 
take on water like 12 or 16 carrier. The 
diameter of the 30lb is .27mm, which is 
reasonably thin compared to most other 
brands and allows more line capacity 
without getting too thin and fragile. 

Platypus makes its P8 Braid in 6, 8, 10, 
15, 20, 30, and 50lb in 150 and 300yd spools. 
Check it out at your nearest retailer or visit 
www.fishplatypus.com.au for more info.

By Scott Thomas
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We could tell you all about the science behind our fishing line, or all the research and fine tuning we do.

But all that matters is that it works. See all our innovations at berkley-fishing.com.au

OO V E DF I S H I N G

berkley-fishing.com.au
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NEW PRODUCTS

   PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
REVO MGX 

BRAD Gaffney, from 
Port Melbourne, 
caught his first ever 
Mulloway on a plastic 
using this Gulp 6” 
Camo worm rigged 
with a 1/24th Nitro 
Jighead. Brad was 
fishing for bream and 
this nice jewie was a 
welcome by-catch.  
Well done Brad!

ABU’S premium 
model in the Revo 
range is the MGX. Super light 
and strong, the lightweight, 
compact design is built for 
the discerning angler. The 
MGX legacy continues 
with the addition of 
the MGX spinning 
platform. Each 
Revo is 
equipped with 
the Rocket 
Line 
Management 
System, which is a combination of bail angle, spool 
lip design and slow oscillation that gives anglers the ability 
to cast farther and manage line more effectively. These 
reels also feature a Carbon Matrix drag system, which 
provides anglers with a smooth consistent drag pressure 
throughout the entire drag range.
More info www.abugarcia-fishing.com.au

THIS MONTH’S  
GULP WINNER

As part of our New 
Product of the Month 
section, Berkley is 
offering a fantastic 
prize package. Simply 
email a photo of a fish 
you’ve caught on a 
Berkley Gulp! product (try and include pack in the photo) to 
“Berkley Gulp! Comp” at comps@fisho.com.au. Please 
include a few words to describe the capture and your full 
address and contact details and you’ll go into the draw to win 
this great prize pack which includes:
• Powerbait large tackle bag c/w 3 large tackle trays
• 6 x Dog lures, 8x Gulp soft plastics • Nitro Pro jigs
• 2 x FireLine Tournament Exceed line • Value over $300!

Get your entries in now!

   WIN PRIZES! 
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ICTORINOX’S SwissTool Spirit X 
is a new multi-tool from the original 

makers of the Swiss Army knife. The 
SwissTool Spirit X is not only 
functional and compact but it also 
proves multi-tools can also be 
extremely elegant due to their clean 
lines and ergonomic grip. 

Constructed from rugged, rustproof stainless 
steel and weighing in at under 300 grams, this 
multi-tool measures 11cm when closed. All Victorinox 
SwissTools have OneStep access, which allows tools to 
be opened directly from the outside of the handle without opening the pliers, 
and a lock with a simple slide release to hold the tools securely in place.

The Victorinox SwissTool X features: pliers, two, three, and five 
millimetre screwdrivers, a wire stripper, bender, scraper, crimper, and 
cutter, bottle opener, large blade, scissors, wood saw, reamer, Phillips 
screwdriver, chisel and scraper, strong crate opener, can opener, 23cm 
and 230-millimeter rulers, hard wire cutter and lanyard hole. Made with 
individual springs to keep tools from clumping together, the SwissTool X 
comes boxed in a keepsake tin and includes a sturdy nylon belt pouch. 
RRP $239.00
More info www.victorinox.com 

SWISSTOOL

V

REVIEWED  GEISSER FILLET KNIVES
OOKING after your catch and ensuring a fresh tasty meal involves a few steps. First, it's 
important to dispatch the fish promptly and effectively. Bleeding your catch and placing 

on ice is a good way of keeping it in good shape. But what about cleaning your fish? Too 
many people I know spend big dollars on boats, fishing tackle, ice boxes, etc, but don't pay 
much attention to their knives and filleting skills. 

Fish are a valuable resource and I don't like wasting them. Effective filleting comes with 
time and practice, but quality knives can be  purchased and are a great investment. 

I've recently been using two knives from Giesser, an established German brand that's been 
around since 1776. Looking at the company's website and extensive list of knives, it's pretty 
obvious they know how to craft a quality product! Everything from chef knives, kitchen 
knives, butchering, hunting and fishing knives are available. The knives are also a favourite 
amongst commercial meat processing; a good indication of their durability and quality. 

Each knife is built from 
quality chrome 
molybdenum steel with a 
Rockwell hardness rating 
of 56HRC. A high-tech 
vacuum tempering process 
means it's durable and 
holds an edge. A knife that 
sharpens easily and stays 
sharp is essential for 
regular use.  

The two models I've 
been using are the small 6 
inch and the larger 8¼ inch 
knife. The smaller knife 
also features a handy 
scaler on the back. 

Each knife features a flexible blade for ease of filleting and skinning. Best of all, they're 
razor sharp straight from the box. I've never used such a sharp knife without spending 
considerable time on the sharpening stone. Be very careful of your fingers! 

After a couple of months use, the blades have kept their edge and quickly sharpen with the 
help of a sharpening steel.

Another important point worth mentioning is the grippy handle. The orange coloured 
handle is soft and textured and feels safe even when your hands are covered in fish slime. The 
knives are also certified with the world's leading hygiene standards.

With a retail price starting around $60, the Geisser knives are definitely worth checking out if 
you're in the market for a quality fillet knife.     
More info at www.tacspo.com.au

By Scott Thomas

BONUS: We have 5 Geisser knives to giveaway.  
Head to www.fishingworld.com.au/win-prizes for your chance to win!
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RLFVBC5 Venom Baitcaster 5'9" 1p Cork 4kg

RLFVBC6 Venom Baitcaster 5'9" 1p Cork 6kg

RLFVBC7 Venom Baitcaster 5'9" 1p Cork 8kg

RLFVBC8 Venom Baitcaster 5'9" 1p Cork 10kg

RLFVBC7/6 Venom Baitcaster 7’ 6kg EVA

RLFVBC7/8 Venom Baitcaster 7’ 1p 8kg EVA

RLFVCR3 Venom 6’3” Crank Bait PE 1-2

RLFVCR4 Venom 6'3" Crank Bait PE 2-4

RLFVCR5 Venom 6'3" Crank Bait PE 3-5

RLFVCR6 Venom 6'3" Crank Bait PE 3-6

rods with attitude

rede ine the game
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REVIEW   BLACKFISH:  
 A FISHERMAN'S JOURNEY
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LACKFISH: A Fisherman’s Journey is a thoroughly intriguing documentary 
that tells the story of the blackfish, or luderick, and its place in Australian 

fishing history and folklore. The film follows the blackfish as it is 
discovered by early European settlers right through to the cult following that 
this iconic species still retains on the east coast today. The film travels from 
the trout streams of colonial England through to the early settlement days in 
Sydney Harbour and tougher times like the depression where luderick fishing 
was actually an important survival tool. 

As many normal (non-luderick) fishos would know, there is clearly more to 
catching this species than we understand. The film explores these concepts 
and provides good insight into what makes a luderick fisho so resolute in their 
pursuit of a single fish. These links go way back to coarse and fly fishing in 
England and Australia and have also managed to transcend the class divide 
at a time when very few things did, and still do today. 

Filmmaker John Morrell has gathered an incredible amount of historical 
information, photographs and  paraphernalia that adds significant credibility 
to the fascinating story that he 
tells. Added to this are several 
interviews with veteran 
luderick fishos, some of which 
were fishing during the periods 
where catching fish was the 
difference between eating and 
not eating. The historical angle 
is where this film will really 
captivate viewers and it not 
only gives the film a vintage 
feel, but also provides genuine 
insight into the fascinating 
socio-economic history 
associated with the blackfish in 
this country. 

In the end Blackfish: A 
Fisherman’s Journey is a well 
told story that is sure to be 
popular with the pencil float 
brigade, and there is plenty 
there for regular fishermen too. 
As mentioned above the vintage 
feel of this film achieved through interviews and collection of information and 
artefacts is what this film is all about. If you’re after non-stop fishing action 
then this film isn’t for you, but what this film lacks in heart-stopping fishing 
action, it makes up for with a genuinely brilliant and intriguing storyline that 
most fishos will find entertaining.

Available on Vimeo for $2.90 to rent or $5.90 to buy.
By Jereme Lane

B

ITH their sleek, low-slung profile, Shimano’s previous 
Citica G series of baitcasters were examples of quality 

Japanese design, technology and performance, and the 
latest models take it a step further. There are three Citicas 
to choose from — the CI200I with a gear ratio of 6.3:1, and 
then the choice of high gear left or right-handed versions 
with warp speed ratios of 7.2:1.

The SVS Infinity Casting System delivers a more precise 
braking range, which in turn provides greater control 
regardless of the conditions. What’s more, the S3D Stable 
Spool Design features uniform thin wall construction that 
reduces spool vibration on the cast and retrieve. 
Additionally, there are now five SA-RB bearings and one 
roller bearing to make the winding experience even sweeter. 
The 2015 Citicas can dish out 5.5 kilos of drag power, which 
means they are ideally matched to the 190 metres of Power 
Pro braid they hold, making them perfect for impoundment, 
creek, tropical estuary and inshore saltwater work.
More info www.shimanofish.com.au

KEEP A LOW PROFILE!
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DAVID GREEN
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2016 Barra Nationals
Greeny reports on the recent Barra Nationals on the 
Northern Territory’s Daly River.

A LONG-TIME FISHO CORRESPONDENT, DAVID GREEN ENJOYS CATCHING  
EVERYTHING FROM FLATHEAD TO MARLIN.

ABOVE:
The Barra
Nationals is
a challenging
comp, but
loads of fun
according to 
Greeny.

RIGHT:
Conditions
were tough
this year,
but plenty of
quality fish
were still
caught by
those in the 
know.

THE Barra Nationals, hosted by the
Palmerston Game Fishing Club, is one of the
biggest fishing tournaments in the country.
I’ve fished five of these events now, and it
tends to be quite a wild ride! Held on the Daly
River in the Northern Territory, the Barra
Nationals is an amazing week that’s hard to
describe to those who haven’t fished it. In
2016 the Daly River was quite low, full of
stumps, hidden rock bars, crocodiles and
sandbars. Add an exuberant field of 61 high
powered boats to this tricky river for a week’s
fishing is always interesting. I was fishing as
part of team “Dead Fishy” with Troy Dixon
and Rocky Edwards from Rocky’s 4.4 metre
Quintrex Hornet, powered by a 60hp Yamaha.
The largest vessels had 300 plus horse power
behind them! We were by far the smallest
vessel in the competition and we were a lot
slower than all the other boats. This was
actually a bit of an advantage as we could get
into spaces no one else could.

Day one began with the traditional sail past. It’s 
a fun event and for the first few kilometres all
boats slowly cruised down river. As the river
opened up, the boys hit the throttles while we
ticked along at about 30kph. Dicko asked me the
unusual question: “do some boats have inboards
in this comp?” I looked around to see a boat with
no motor. The 225hp outboard was completely
torn off the transom on a massive log on a bend
above Bamboo Creek. Fortunately no one was
hurt, but it does show you the risks of this river.
While there were no more outboards torn off in
the competition, there were a lot of props and gear
boxes that were smashed due to the low water
levels. The Grim Reaper team were hands down
winners of the “Full Stop” award.

We had done a few days “pre-fishing” and soon
worked out conditions were tough. There was
virtually no bait in the river and the fish that were
present were tight in on the snags and back eddies.
We caught some nice fish around the famous “S
Bends” but the water was filthy and the bite
windows were short. I found a nice new little
channel in Elizabeth Creek that held quite a few
small 45 to 70cm fish. In the Barra Nationals, big
fish are rewards with big points and tiddlers are
like loose change. A big fish over 110 centimetres
is worth around 500 points, a 55cm fish is around
25 points. In general, you need a few metre fish to
get into the money. But it was also clear to me
that there was a lot of water between the whoppers
and it was crowded and a bit too random to have
certainty. So in the days before the competition
we made the highly risky game plan to
predominately target smaller fish and catch a lot
of them. It very nearly worked.

The event was held over big spring tides, but
the lack of bait made catching metre fish very 



Keep up to date with the latest news at 
www.facebook.com/fishingedge

Season 3 On Now 
Sundays 11am 

on ONE HD

Check local guides 
for details

difficult. At times, in places such as Kangaroo
Rock Bar, there can be over 30 boats trolling a
single small rock bar, and there is a lot of
frustration when you see barra on your side
imaging but are unable to put your lures on
them due to boat traffic. On the first day we
worked one of our runways with soft vibes for 
10 small to medium barras up to around
70cm. We came home to find Shane
Compain’s net man Tynon Bartolo had caught
a 109cm fish with Shane catching an 88cm
fish, giving them the lead by several hundred
points. It looked like Team Tackleworld were
off and racing.

We had a cluster of errors on the second day
where we lost over 20 fish in quick time. They
all just seemed to get off, I broke my favourite
vibe rod, the boat turned into a misery pit and
there were few fish in the net. But we regrouped,
got back on the bite, adjusted our mindset and
came good in the afternoon. At one stage I was
two fish from nine hooked, but ended up with
nine from 18. It was a good lesson but that 
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cluster of lost fish cost us dearly. The event
requires barbless hooks to be used, a great way to
lose more jumping fish! God knows why they
have antiquated rules like that, but you have to
go with the flow and this is a very sensitive area
to some NT anglers. If I caught a barra for every 
time Dicko said “I hate barbless hooks” we
would have won by miles! Surprisingly, the
biggest barra for the field on Day two was only
85cm and on the board we were doing quite well.
Unfortunately, however, we were getting noticed.

Over the next few days quite a few metre fish
were caught by a number of teams, the biggest 

e 225hp outboard
ompletely torn off the

transom on a massive log on a 
bend above Bamboo Creek.”

T going 116cm. In the final wash-up there were
three fish at this length. The water cleared a bit
and Jez Johnson, fishing with team Costa,
caught some great fish including another 116cm
monster. We managed a bunch of smaller fish
caught on Zerak Fish Traps. We were
continuously annoyed by large crocodiles in
Elizabeth Creek and it got quite crowded with
other boats in a small amount of water. The river
cleaned up nicely on the last afternoon and quite
a few fish were caught trolling the snags.

The organisation of the event was fantastic, and
I would like to congratulate Dallas Smith and the
committee of the Palmerston Game Fishing Club
for running a superb event. We all had a fantastic
time. I would also like to congratulate Team
Costa and Jez Johnson for their win in the 2016
Barra Nationals. We nearly got there, with Dead
Fishy coming second and Team Tackleworld
coming third. Overall, however, the friendships
and camaraderie that comes from fishing such an 
event is the biggest attraction. The Barra
Nationals is an absolutely amazing week. 



ROD BUILDER

I WAS in my back shed doing some rod repairs
when a familiar voice called out: “Ya got a minute?”

It was Ronnie Hartland, a mate of mine and
he was carrying a long parcel with him. Ron
had just been to McCallum’s Tackle World in
Nowra to buy a bream rod and instead walked
out with a Samurai/Fuji Rod Kit.

It came as a bit of a surprise because I believed
these Samurai kits were phased out years ago.
Well it seems that’s not the case! Ron told me
that he changed his mind because he couldn’t get
a rack rod that felt comfortable in his hand. It
was then that John from McCallum’s suggested
one of Fuji’s range of rod kits that are now
available. Once he showed him the kit, and what
was in it, as well as the advantages of getting a
custom made rod, it was a done deal.

To my surprise the kit wasn’t like the older
kits with cork grips a butt cap reel seat and
guides. This kit had been really well thought-

out and came with VSS Honey Soft Reel Seat,
Split Butt configuration in Camo Eva and
included Winding Checks.

The Guides were K Series BKLAG and
BKTAG Alconite’s with black frames. The rod
blank that came with this particular kit was from
the Samurai Premium stable and was rated from
2-4lb. It was 7’ long and a 2 piece configuration.
The actual model number was BR101-2C if
you’re interested in checking out the blank.

This particular blank looked like a real weapon
with its super-fast taper. While fast tapers need a
lot of TLC, they certainly are worth the extra
care when it comes to pulling stubborn fish out
of nasty territory. This blank is incredibly light
and yet has some serious pulling power.

Another pleasing aspect of the kit is that it
came with a complete “How to Build” guide
and included spacings, which I found was an
amazing time saver.

Kitted-Out
The Samurai/Fuji Rod Building Kit is

to the world of custom rods as BOB RUSSO ex

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY

WITH BOB RUSSO
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But as with any given guide spacings,  
I would tape the guides on and check the 
spacings, just to make sure they’re correct. It is 
because blanks can vary a little when rolled on 
the mandrels and so have slightly different 
actions. Of course this doesn’t happen with 
every rod, but it pays to be safe.

Samurai Kits can be purchased from most 
quality tackle stores. The particular kit that Ron 
purchased which includes the blank was $298. 

The beauty of this is, being a custom made 
rod, you can have your grips and reel seat where 
you want to suit you specifically. You can choose 
your own colour schemes and patterns. You can 
pay a bit less or a lot more than the kit for an 
off-the-rack-rod that doesn’t feel quite right, but 
there’s nothing you can do about it. 

These rods are also an ideal starting point for 
someone getting into rod building. Fuji takes 
the hassle out of selecting matching 
components and will give you a fair idea 
whether rod building is the right hobby for you 
before spending too much on other equipment. 

All in all Fuji has made building your own rod 
a lot easier with these kits. So if you’ve ever 
thought that you might like to try building your 
own rod, this might be a good way to get started 
on your rod building journey.

rod ... you can choose
your own colour schemes 
and patterns.”

e beauty of this is,
being a custom made
rod you can choose

h
being
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a great introduction
plains.

Samurai Rod Kits come in 
different size and rating 
options so you should be 
able to find one to suit you.
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KNOTS & RIGS

CHASING luderick, or blackfish as they’re
more commonly known, has been a part of my
fishing journey from the very beginning. As a
young boy I spent countless hours fishing the
rivers and lakes of the NSW Central Coast with
my father and grandfather. I believe my early
exposure to luderick fishing has held me in good
stead right through my fishing career as the
lessons learnt there on the river bank applied for
almost all the forms of fishing I’ve encountered
since. To be a consistently successful luderick
angler requires attention to detail in rigging,
patience, the ability to concentrate for extended
periods and ultimately the skill to play a fish out
and land it on ultra-light tackle.

My very traditional luderick fishing world was
turned on its head back in 2004 when a couple
of gun fishing mates from the Central Coast Fly
Rodders Club invited me to chase luderick on fly
with them from a local coastal rock platform.
Warren Yuile and Matt Zahra are really
accomplished all-round anglers who had sussed
out how to consistently get amongst the luderick
on fly and were absolutely smashing them to the
point where they were out fishing the locals
using traditional luderick tackle and weed baits.
Their system employed sink tip fly lines rigged
with a pair of short 3 to 4kg leaders that featured
small size 8 green or brown nymph type flies tied
on the Black Magic Grub, Shrimp, Buzzer &
Blood Worm hook pattern, a big mouthful of a
name for such a tiny hook. My good mate Dave
Witham who is the long serving president of the
Central Coast Fly Rodders Club is one of the
best fly tiers I’ve come across and he turns out
beautiful weed flies tied from ice chenille. He
also told me recently that some guys are still
using seals fur dubbing in insect green colour to 
tie up their weed patterns.

You don’t have to own a fly rod to chase
luderick on weed flies; they work perfectly well
on the centrepin, side cast or threadline outfits
that are commonly used by luderick anglers. To
my way of thinking using weed flies offers two
distinct advantages for luderick anglers. Firstly,
it can at times be difficult to find good quality 

Luderick Rigs
With more and more people targeting luderick these
days, Mark shows us some new rigs for this old style of 

fishing including a clever tandom fly rig.

TECHNICAL EDITOR MARK WILLIAMS IS A HIGHLY EXPERIENCED  
ANGLER WHO WRITES REGULARLY FOR FISHO.

WITH MARK WILLIAMS
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Luderick are fantastic fun
to target off the rocks  
during winter.

RIGHT: These weed eating
fish are making a comeback
as a popular target species. 



weed to use as bait. In the tackle shop I worked
in we regularly had luderick fishers coming in 
and asking where they could get some decent 
green weed for bait. Using artificial weed f lies 
eliminates this problem.  The other advantage 
that using artificial weed f lies offers is that you
can never be baited. In traditional f loat fishing
for luderick a momentary lapse of concentration
or a distraction can result in a down or bite 
being missed. You never realise this, of course,
until you complete the drift and retrieve your
gear, so a lot of time can be wasted fishing a 
rig that isn’t baited. 

These days when luderick fishing I prefer to 
use a rig that provides me with the best of both
worlds. The traditional luderick f loat fishing rig
that employs two leaders is often referred to as a
“Newcastle Rig”. I use this rig with one leader 
featuring an artificial weed f ly and the other 
leader will have a hook baited with the real 
thing, which is usually green weed, brown weed
or sea lettuce. You can vary the rig during a 
session depending on how the fish are biting. If
the weed f ly is getting the lion’s share of the 
action then I’ll cut the bait hook off and fish 
two weed f lies. This way you’re not wasting 
valuable fishing time and can concentrate on 
keeping your f loat rig in the water without the
need to be continually retrieving it to check if it
needs to be re-baited.

Getting your rig set up right is often the key
to success when luderick fishing. 
Experimentation can often lead to significant 
improvements in results. Try varying the depth
your bait is set at by adjusting the f loat stop 
position on your main line. If you’re missing 
bites or downs then you may need to look at 
how you have your f loat ballasted or weighted,
simply adding a small piece of split shot may be
enough to reduce the resistance the luderick 
feels when it pulls the f loat under when taking
the bait. Other factors that may impact results
include leader size and length, type of bait and
the size of hook being used. If you’re fishing 
next to one of those old luderick fishing legends
that is catching one fish after another then try 
and take note of what he’s doing differently to 
you. Often it will be something as simple as the
depth he’s fishing his bait or the way he puts his
weed bait on the hook.

From what I’ve seen in recent times luderick 
fishing is definitely enjoying something of a 
comeback. Possibly this may be due to the new 
techniques and terminal tackle that have made 
their way into the scene such as artificial weed 
flies, chemically sharpened hooks and 
fluorocarbon leader material. I’m sure these new
age additions to my old luderick rigs have 
improved my results in recent times, possibly 
they could help you get amongst the fish too.
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A SPOOL
OF BRAID
To enter, simply send us a photo of your
original or innovative handy fishing hint or
tackle-rigging idea, ensuring you include
any relevant written information *

WIN!

* ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Send us a digital photo of your handy hint in
action, with a 50-60 word description. Rigs,
knots and hints for any fishing application are
acceptable. The lucky winner will get his/her
idea published, and will receive a 135m spool
of Rovex Viris 10lb super sensitive braid.

Send your e-mail entry to: fisho@yaffa.com.au

THIS MONTH’S WINNER

A handy tip that your readers might like is to
keep the silica gel packets that come with
packaged food to keep it fresh. These packets
actually contain a natural moisture absorbing
crystalised substance that holds about 40 per
cent of its weight in water.

So instead of throwing them out, or
unknowingly sprinkling the contents on your
dinner when you mistake it for seasoning,
chuck them in your tackle box or bag and it will
help keep moisture out of your gear. And, as
we all know, any small win in the battle against
rust is something to be celebrated!

Simon Parkinson – Narrabeen.

➀ IG IN ACTION
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➁ NEWCASTLE RIG

Float stopper

Float

Main line

Float stopper 
used to adjust 
float depth.

Swivel

Ball Sinker or 
Split Shots 
used as float 
ballast.

3-4kg 
Fluorocarbon 
Leader

Weed 
Fly

Weed 
Bait

Black magic G 
series hook
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While most luderick
fishos use traditional
tackle, spin reels work 
equally well.

RIGHT: Breakwalls
are popular and easily
accessible luderick 
hot spots.
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Luderick (aka blackfish, bronzies, black bream)
are common in South East Queensland,
particularly over the cooler months. They prefer
rocky foreshores and reef areas where they graze on
a range of aquatic algae. They are caught off the
ocean rocks, along rock walls and well up river.
They fight well and lunge about vigorously. If kept
alive in a keeper bag until cleaning time the meat is
white and very nice to eat. Weedy-ness is
eliminated if you kill and bleed fish before filleting
and remove the skin and black stomach lining.

Luderick bite well in bright sunshine all
through the day and can be targeted by shore
based anglers at easily accessible spots. Some areas
will fish better on certain tides but any area with a
little run (current) and at least a metre or so deep
will have a few fish nearby. Break walls are often
popular but don’t discount mangrove edges along
deeper channels and other similar zones.

Berley is useful and all you need is sand mixed
with some finely chopped weed. An egg sized
lump thrown into the zone every few minutes

A resurgance in the popularity of luderick fishing 
and the discovery of some dated tackle prompted 
MARK FRENDIN to rediscover the joys of chasing 

these fish using traditional methods.

Ups & Downs
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ENTLY I was sorting through 
ome old inherited fishing gear. 

ongst the piles of obsolete and 
tmoded tackle I came across some 
y father made. Dad loved luderick 

fishing and spent much of his time watching those 
floats drift with the current waiting for a bite. Along 
with a well-used old cotton keeper net and some 
Bakelite centrepin reels I soon had most of Dad’s 
luderick tackle spread out in front of me. Thoughts 
turned to days gone by and the smell from the 
keeper net made me quite nostalgic. I even started to 
think about where I could get some weed…

Meanwhile a young angler I know started to 
post his successes on the local luderick to 
Facebook. He’d done his research and made his 
own rod. He’d even found an Avon Royale 
centre pin once regarded as the pinnacle of 
luderick reels and was really enjoying catching 
these fish. It was refreshing to learn that these 
old school fish were still regarded as a challenge 
by some of the new generation.
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will attract fish. I always try a few drifts to see if 
I can get bites without it as there is a possibility 
berley will take the fish away.

On ocean rocks scraping a bit of vegetation off 
the rocks for the waves to distribute is ideal.

The gear
Traditional luderick outfits featured long  
very soft action rods. My rod is an ancient 
Butterworth BF 5144. It’s 12 foot long and has 
five wraps of fibreglass. It’s a soft action rod well 
suited to lobbing fixed floats off a centrepin reel. 
There are plenty of newer rods on the market 
that will do the job.

As I mentioned, 30 years ago the reel to 
have was an Avon “Royale”. I also have a few 
Bakelite relics and an Alvey luderick reel, too. 
Centrepins are perfect for giving and taking 
line with a f lick of the finger on the rim. If you 
choose a centrepin it needs to run smoothly so 
line f lows either way without difficulty.  The 
reel will also have a ratchet or clicker which is 
invaluable when you’re re-rigging or dealing 
with a fish as it stops line running off.

Learning to cast is all about starting the line 
running and then gracefully sweeping the rod 
from well behind to launch the rig into the drift 
zone. Done correctly it deposits the f loat and 
trailing bait out straight and free of tangles. 
Finger control on the reel’s rim is important to 
stop and start line movement. Centrepins need 
a long soft rod to work well. Those who use 
threadlines can retrieve line easily but these 
reels can be a pain on the “give”. Despite this 
they are still popular.

The rod also acts as a shock absorber. It can 
take quite a while to subdue a good fish on this 
gear but you are never going to break 2kg trace 
with the rod. Luderick tend to fight in mid 
water, although some fish will dive into cover. 
Long rods can aid in holding them clear.  

The mainline needs to f loat so you can pick 
up line “cleanly” without any drag or resistance 
between the angler and f loat. Submerged line 
also hinders the drift. Braid f loats and is a 
good choice. Or if you prefer mono, it needs a 
regular coat of grease. Petroleum Jelly is okay 
to use as a dressing on mono line. There are 
also a number of commercially available 
f loating lines on the market.

Floats
On ocean rocks we always use a fixed float that has 
some weight added to the bottom of the shaft. This 
along with a small bean sinker set below gives the 
casting weight needed to get into the zone. The float 
is “fixed” to the line using a short length of plastic 
tube. Line is wrapped around the shaft several times 
and held by the tube.  It can be adjusted for depth by 
sliding the line up or down. It’s rare that you need a 
drop longer than a rod length. The drop is the 
distance between the float and your bait.  

In the estuary we use a running float which is 
lighter and smaller than the ocean model. It’s 

unweighted. The line runs freely through small 
guides on the float stem. A stopper above on the 
mainline allows for depth adjustment. Luderick 
can be feeding high or low so it pays to start at 
two thirds the depth and go longer until you 
start to touch bottom or catch fish. Occasionally 
fish will be high in the water, particularly if 
weedy detritus is floating by. I’ve seen them 
chopping on the top, especially if a bread berley 
is used and some remains floating.

My floats are set so, with a small sinker riding 
above a swivel and a tiny split shot on the trace, it 
rides with about three to five centimetres of the 
tip above water. If waves come by, a well-balanced 
float will ride through them, which is sometimes 
called a “water down”. The effect you seek is to 
provide minimal resistance to a fish that has 
inhaled the bait and turned away. You’re looking 
for exactly the same effect in the estuary.  

In some cases, glare will make seeing a float 
hard. I use a small Styrofoam ball in fluoro red 
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CT BOX

Many anglers are puzzled as to what 
constitutes good bait and where to get it. 
Years ago tackle stores stocked bait weed  
but today you’ll have to find some yourself. 
Experienced luderick anglers go to great 
lengths to get the best weed and are not 
usually prepared to divulge their locations. 
It’s rare to find bait weed where you fish so 
you need to plan ahead.

Luderick will feed on a wide range of marine 
algae and weeds. In lower sections of an 
estuary and off the ocean rocks the fish like 
green algae commonly known as Sea Lettuce 
or cabbage. Ulva Lactua grows in rock pools 
along the foreshore and thrives where  
nutrient rich sea water washes constantly. 
You’ll notice that some headlands have none 
and this is either because turban shells have 
eaten most of it or the rocks aren’t suitable.   
In other areas fish crop the beds short over 
each high tide. Pick darker green pieces with 
good leaf length and avoid wispy pale stuff as 
it is sunburnt and useless as bait.

For still water luderick prefer a fine-leafed 
green weed.  Enteromorpha is hairlike and 
green in colour. The right stuff is firm and  
won’t snap readily but is not like wire. It’s not 
slimy and smells fresh. It can be found at the 
back of ocean rock platforms in pools of water 
and on tidal sand flats where it clings to rocks 
and other hard objects. I’ve searched the cane 
drains and backwaters around the Goldie and 
have had some luck with black weed but it’s 
not easy to find.  

You can preserve weed in resealable plastic 
bags. Add a few sheets of paper towel, keep 
moist and place the bags in the crisper. Check 
every few days as it will eventually go off. The 
smell will let you know.

Use the scientific names above to search 
on-line for images which will give you a good 
idea what you’re looking for.

WEED

F

An example of fine weed preferred 
for still water fishing. Look for long 
strands you can plait onto the hook.

SPECIES GUIDE: LUDERICK
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LEFT: Luderick tackle is simple but it takes some 
practice to get the rigs balanced.

BELOW: Cabbage growing on ocean rocks is ideal bait 
for that environment and the lower estuary. Long dark 
leaves are best.

MAIN: Ocean rocks can provide both weed and 
cabbage bait. Only take what you need.



on the float tip. It makes watching the float so
much easier when your eyesight starts to go.

Some anglers like to centralise the weight
below the float using one sinker while others
prefer a string of split shot. My preference is a
small bean sinker above a swivel. Below you
attach a trace which needs to be as fine as
practical. 2-4kg fluorocarbon is ideal. In some
areas sharp rocks and kelp will make mince meat
of lighter trace so be prepared to upgrade to four
or even five kilo trace. The trace is about
50–80cm long. I generally put a small split shot
on the trace especially when conditions are
turbulent to hold the bait deeper. Weed sinks, so
in calm conditions the weight of the hook and
bait will do the job without a sinker.

In the old days the hook of choice was a
“Sneck” pattern. It had no eye but the shank had
a flattened spade end. You snooded it onto the
trace and the small flattened end made a V next
to the trace which helped hold weed in place.
Other anglers preferred suicide and Viking style
patterns in size 6, 8 and 10. Today the
chemically sharpened green Sneck hooks are 
ideal and have an eye.

Tactics
Luderick bite in a variety of ways. The straight
down is common and if you pause for a second
or two (as you take up slack) and strike firmly
many takers will be hooked. Sometimes fish get
weird. Downs can turn into “ups” where the
float rises up in the water. This is a fish
swimming up and should be struck. At other
times a float seems to jiggle and bob. This is the
sign you’re being attacked by very small
luderick or other pickers. Some fish will take
the bait but nothing happens to the float. If
you’re getting baited without any sign check
your float isn’t too buoyant. Alternately
consider reducing the trace breaking strain. 

Watch carefully for the float to pause
momentarily or slow down during the drift.

Cabbage baits need to look natural in the
water. Place the hook in the lower part of the
bait and half hitch the trace around the foot or
top of the leaf. Luderick can gulp down really
big clumps of lettuce at times but a few long
leaves are better for achieving solid hook-ups as
they don’t crowd the little hook.

Weed is laced down the trace and along the
hook shank. It should “puff” out in the water
but at the same time partly conceal the hook. I
have seen anglers who leave a loop of line above
their hook and feed the weed through this.
Others use a knot that creates a little tag end 

which helps hold the weed in place, while some
use the half hitch. Two droppers with one off the 
swivel is a popular variant I’ve seen used by
estuary anglers in the Newcastle region.

A long handled “fast” light net you can use
yourself is a very handy tool, particularly where it
is not possible to wash a fish up. Luderick have
sharp gill covers and some spikes but can be
handled with care. Keep them alive in a mesh
keeper net and keep an eye on your net as
octopus, rays and sharks will mooch up for a free
feed. Placing fish in a large rock pool is also a bad
idea as they can be impossible to catch later!

Luderick are plentiful and good to eat. They
fight pretty well and float fishing is fun to master.
On some occasions the fish will become quite
selective about the bait or the drift or some other
obscure aspect. Even really good anglers can scratch
their heads when this happens and it becomes a trial
of patience and experimentation to find the key.

Dad was an expert and there wasn’t much he
hadn’t seen. Now he’s gone I miss our sessions
together. I like to think that by using Dad’s
floats, reel and old keeper net I can still get the
benefit of his years of experience and he is as
pleased as I am when the float goes down.  
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me areas will fish better
tain tides but any area

with a little run and at least
a metre or so deep will have 
a few fish nearby.”

S

RIGHT: Darker riverfish are harder to fool. Fine trace, 
small hooks and green weed is the best option.

SPECIES GUIDE: LUDERICK
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Can you catch flathead over the cooler 
winter months? I’ve never seen or heard 

of many being caught in our local estuaries 
but some anglers reckon the big ones will 
still feed and take lures in winter. Am I 
wasting my time throwing plastics at 
them in winter?
George Sutton – 
South West Rocks, NSW

According to the scientists, dusky 
flathead breed over the summer months 

and still feed and live in the estuary 
systems over winter. The theory that’s been 
around for decades is that flathead breed in 
spring and become active after a winter of 
hibernation, but all of the science says that 
is not true.

In practice most estuary anglers target 
flathead in October or November and fish 
over summer for them. That’s the reason 
why most flathead are caught in the 
warmer months. In theory they still feed 
during winter and if they feed they can be 
caught. I know of quite a few experienced 
flathead specialists who catch some big 
flathead in winter and the reason they do is 

because they’re out there fishing for them. I 
also know a few guys who chase jewfish 
during winter and catch some big flathead 
as by-catch so they’re definitely there to be 
caught. From talking to those guys I know 
they catch big flathead in winter in deeper 
water where they target jewies.

If you fish your usual deep water 
flathead haunts in winter, you will catch 
fish and will probably hook the odd jewfish 
as well so my advice is to brave the cold and 
get out there every chance you get. There’s 
less boat activity and you’ll have to share 
those big lizards with less anglers.

I recently spoke with a guy out on the 
water who mentioned PE8 braid that he 

was using for tossing soft plastics at jewfish. 
He reckoned it was the best thing he’d ever 
come across. I thought PE8 braid was rated at 
80 pounds and I’m a little confused. Exactly 
what is PE8 braid and what is it rated at?
Julian Netto – Via email.

The term PE8 braid always used to mean 
80lb braid and this is how the Japanese 

defined a braid’s breaking strain. PE2 was 
always 20lb braid. However, in recent times a 
new variation of braid has been designed and 
is termed P8 or PE8 braid. This stands for 
Poly Ethylene eight ply. The 8 stands for the 
number of ply and bears no reference to the 
breaking strain. PE8 braid comes in 6lb to 

100lb spools which is confusing for long term 
braid users, but the good news is that PE8 is 
some of the most amazing line you will ever 
use. It’s half the diameter of normal braid 
and silky smooth. It casts further, ties smaller 
knots, you can fit more on a reel and it has 
much less water resistance than other braids.

I’ve been fishing Platypus P8 braid for 
about six months now and I will never go 
back. The 20lb stuff breaks at 32lb and is 
.22mm in diameter. I can fit 300yd of it on 
the same reels that took 200yd of standard 
braid and it ties the finest FG knots you have 
ever seen. I’m casting much farther and with 
less water resistance the line’s feel is amazing. 

Shimano and Daiwa also have PE8 braid 
in their product ranges but the Platypus stuff 
is Aussie made by a family business.

Q A&
Greg Finney is one of 
Australia’s best known 
fishing writers. Send 
your fishy questions to 
Greg at Fisho’s Q&A. 

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY

® WINTER FLATHEAD

PE8 BRAID

You can still catch flathead during winter if 
you put the time in and fish deeper water.

A 7wt outfit with clear 
intermediate line is 
well suited to the local 
southern NSW pelagics.

The new ranges of P8 braid are 
thinner and stronger than any 
previous braids you have used. 
They are perfect for most types 
of lure fishing.
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I took up fly fishing last summer and have 
been having great fun chasing the local Sydney 

Harbour pelagics including salmon and 
kingfish. I’m looking at upgrading my current 
“budget” 7wt outfit to a better set up and would 
like some advice on what you use and what rigs, 
flies, etc.
Aaron Batehurst – Manly, NSW

Fly fishing for pelagics is very addictive I must 
say. I’ve used a lot of different outfits over the 

years for salmon, bonito and kingfish and I 
reckon a 7wt or 8wt outfit is about right. I’m 
currently fishing a Rio 8wt clear intermediate 

line over a Sage Salt 7wt rod. The 8wt line loads 
the 7wt rod up quicker for fast casts with 
minimum false casts which is important when 
fish are busting up. I’m fishing a Colton Terrapin 
reel in 789 size at present which is four inches in 
diameter and takes 300m of 30lb Bionic Braid 
backing. I fish a simple leader of a metre of 30lb 
butt then half a metre of 20lb then a metre of 
12lb tippet to the fly. I usually fish a selection of 
Surf Candy flies tied on 1/0 or No2 and if I need 
anything larger I’ll go to a 2/0 Deceiver. For kings 
you can throw in a few poppers or crease flies too.

SPRING SALMON ON FLY 

A

Q

EMAIL: COMPS@FISHO.COM.AU  
SNAIL MAIL: GPO BOX 606 SYDNEY NSW 2001  

FAX: (02) 92812750.





Tuna Chasin’

QWhat is the best way to  
chase tuna?

Jamie – e-mail

AJamie, that would really
depend on the type of tuna

you want to chase and also
important with tuna is their given
mood on the day! I will assume you
are talking about yellowfin and
bluefin tuna. There are quite a few
way to target both species and on
some occasions both are caught
side-by-side. Long Lining boats are 

extremely effective at catching both
and they will send out 10-15 miles
of long line with 500 or so hooks
baited with live and dead, slimy
mackerel, yellowtail and squid. Of
course this is not permitted
recreationally, however finding a
long line out at sea is definitely a
good sign that you are in the right
place. Trolling a range of lures from
6-10 inch skirts, diving minnows
and bibless minnows in various
colours and sizes at 6-8 knots
would be the most common
technique while searching for fish.
Once the fish are located another
technique is to drift and cube.
Cubing is when you create a berley
trail with chopped fish scraps or
pilchards. Once you have
established the berley trail, send out 

some whole pilchards on a strong
outfit and wait for a fish to grab 
one. Good luck Jamie!

Jewie moon phases

QWhat is the best moon  
phase for jewfish? 

Nick – e-mail

AFor as long as I can remember
moon phases and jewfish

feeding have been a discussion and
focal point in fishing. Jewfish are a
species I have been fixated on for
many years. In my early days chasing
jewies I only fished around the so
called “better” moon phases. While I
did have some success only fishing
the better moon phases, I believe that
was less to do with moon phase and
more to do with techniques, spots 

and timing. These days I can
confidently say I have caught jewfish
on every moon phase. However, I can
also confidently say that it is far more
important to be using the correct
techniques, in the right spot around
the tide change than it is to wait for
the better moon phases. Get your
techniques right, make sure you are
fishing spots that jewies frequently
visit and concentrate your efforts by
fishing an hour or so each side of the 
tide changes.

Plastics for snapper

QWhat is the best plastic type 
to use for snapper? 

Sammy – e-mail

AI seem to change my
favourite plastic type every 
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Each month as well as our lucky “Pic of the Month” major prize winner, five more junior
fishos are selected as worthy winners from the entries and kitted out with a cool Shimano 
shirt and cap! So keep those Pic of the Month entries coming in for your chance to win!

15 year old Josh 
Taylor was
fishing with
his mate when
he caught this
amazing 125cm
lungfish! What an
interesting catch.
Well done Josh! 

Sachin Dunn, 11-years-
old, caught his first
big fish on his first trip
offshore with his dad.
He even caught the slimy
mackerel live bait too!

Kayden Earl out-did his old
man with this 60cm grassy
sweet lip caught on a whole
yakka. Not bad for his fourth 
grassy! 

Charlotte Starr-Burns caught this
stonker bream from the wharf at
Brunswick Heads on a piece of
squid. Brother Harry was mighty 
impressed! Well done guys!

SHIMANO JUNIORS
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Technique, location
and tide are more
important than moon 
phase for jewies



THE WINNER of last month’s crossword competition 
was Billy Carpenter of Nowra, NSW. Well done Billy 
you’ll be glad to hear that a great Shimano spinning reel 
will soon be on its way to you. Congratulations!

Win A Great  
Shimano Spin Reel!

Send in your completed 
crossword and go into the draw 

each month to win! Post your 
entries to:  Shimano Junior’s 
Crossword,  c/- Fishing World 

Magazine, GPO Box 606,  
Sydney NSW 2001.

wwww fifishshinin wwororldld ccomom

WITH CHRIS 
CLEAVER

season but that said I still have a 
few firm favourites. If you speak  
to any seasoned snapper fisherman 
they will all have a favourite 
plastic, but probably the area and 
times they fish might best suit 
their preferred colour and type of 
plastic. So your best bet is to have 
a few different colours and style 
options as you might find 
something contrary to my 
preferred type in your area. As a 
general guide to starting out with 
plastics for snapper, wriggler or 
curl tails in 120-160mm, shad or 
fish in 100-150mm and f lick or 
stick baits in 110-145mm in both 
natural and bright colours should 
get you started and hooked into  
a few fish.

Kobi Earl, eight-years-old, 
caught his first marlin 
dropping a live bait to the 
bottom in a 4.2m tinnie. 
He was so stoked. Well 
done Kobi!

Mikaylah Price, nine, of Swansea
with her PB flathead of 87cm (over
4kg). Mikaylah is a very keen angler
with some impressive catches so far
in Lake Macquarie. Well done
Mikaylah, a Shimano prize pack is on
its way out to you!

Whopper
flatty!

5
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Across
4.  Of course this is  
 not permitted   
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6. Best is to have  
 a few colour and style   
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Down
1. Speak to any snapper   
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
2.  I will assume you  
 are talking about  
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3.  Moon phases and jewfish  
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _
5.  Concentrate on fishing   
 around the changes of   
 the _ _ _ _

Shimano 
Pic of the 
Month

Each month we will select a Pic of the Month Major 
Prize Winner as well as FIVE other lucky winners for 
our  Grin & Win section. Pic of the Month winners 
receive ALL of the great prizes you see here, while 
Grin & Win kids will each receive a cool Shimano  
cap and Squidgy DVD (right)!

E-mail your entry and contact details to:
pictures@fisho.com.au
or post it to: 
Shimano Pic of the Month, Fishing World,  
GPO Box 606 Sydney NSW, 2001
Please include your name and age and  
details of your catch. Send a stamped,  
self addressed envelope if you want  
your photo back! Good luck!

Visit the Shimano Junior Anglers’ 
website at www.shimanofish.com.au

Send in your questions!
To Chris at: Fisho’s Shimano Junior’s Q&A, 
GPO Box 606 Sydney NSW 2001,  email to 
comps@fisho.com.au or fax  
02 9281 2750. Published questions receive a 
beaut Squidgy lure pack – make sure  
to include your name and address. 

CROSSWORD ANSWERS
ACROSS: 4:RECREATIONALLY, 6:OPTIONS 
DOWN: 1:FISHERMAN, 2:YELLOWFIN, 
 3:FEEDING, 5:TIDE

KIDS!  
Send us a digital photo 
or print of your catch 

and you could be in the 
running for some great 

monthly prizes!



E sight and sound of a 60lb mulloway “boofing” 
a mullet at night is a scene I’d fail to portray

ugh descriptive writing. It’s one of those moments
you observe in nature you wish was caught on film, with 
David Attenborough’s narration! Unfortunately it’s
usually too dark for cameras and I’m not sure Sir 
Attenborough likes fishing all that much.

Chasing landbased lure crunching mulloway becomes easier when you
understand what they eat, and as PATRICK LINEHAN explains, the 

mullet run is where the action happens.

Mullet Run Mulloway

T
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A nice sunset 
before the real 

action starts 
after dark.

INSET: You can 
expect to find big 
specimens during 

mullet run time, 
like this beauty in 

excess of 20kg!
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Nevertheless, mulloway are always worth
talking about and there’s something most anglers
find very intriguing about them. Big mulloway
are a highly enigmatic species and it may take
even the most experienced angler years of
research and perseverance to consistently catch
them. I’m no exception to the rule and over the
years I’ve put in my fair share of time (and
money) chasing big “ghostly” mulloway on lures, 
but after less than impressive results I
concentrated my efforts elsewhere.

However, a few mates of mine persisted and
Kieran Hill, Duncan Crockett and Nathan
Debono have been catching (and releasing)
trophy land-based mulloway regularly over the 
past couple of years. For these guys, it just
seems far too easy!

After constantly hearing and seeing the fish
they’ve been catching, I was eager to join this
crack team of “silver ghost” busters once again and
reignite the big-jewie-on-lure flame. Now, after a 

fresh look at the big (mulloway) picture while
fishing alongside some of the best jewie-luring
fishos, one thing is clear to me; if you’re after big
mulloway on lures, fishing around the schools of
spawning sea mullet during cold winter nights is a 
sure-fire way of increasing your chances!

Mullet spawning
The common sea mullet or “bully” mullet occur
around much of Australia’s coastline and are a
staple prey for big river dwelling predators such as
bull sharks and of course, mulloway. Sea mullet
are found primarily in estuaries and inshore
waters, although they also occur in the freshwater
reaches of coastal rivers.

From late summer, adult sea mullet will begin
to meander from the freshwater reaches of coastal
rivers down to the lower tidal estuaries.
Eventually, these big mullet school en masse along
beaches, headlands and around the entrances of 
river systems, harbours and inlets. 

The spawning of sea mullet occurs at sea
(hence “sea” mullet) from autumn to early
spring. This is the time when commercial
fishermen target various spawning fish species
by beach hauling. Large nets are used to
encircle vast schools of fish and drag them
onto the beach, in this case big mullet, as they
move northward along the coast. Subsequently,
predators such as mulloway are generally close
by stalking the mullet, and also in large
schools, which are quite often netted from the
beach in a very similar fashion.

Other fish species along with sharks, skates and
rays can also be unintentionally caught in these
large nets as they too will quite often feed on the
scraps of the annual sea mullet migration. These 
hauls can be hard to watch for passionate
recreational catch and release anglers!

Typically, sea mullet will be about two years-old
(20cm+) before they begin to spawn and this gives
a good indication of the size of the mulloway that 
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ABOVE: Keen
“silver ghost
buster” Kieran
Hill with a 145cm
(25kg+) mulloway
caught on a
Killalure Jewie 150.

RIGHT: It’s
important to match
the size and profile
of the bait, which in
most cases can be 
quite large.

MAIN: A quality
headlamp (and
spare batteries) is
essential for this
style of fishing.

LANDBASED SPORTFISHING
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feed on them. Generally, you should expect to 
encounter mulloway from around 10kg+ when 
focussing your efforts around schools of 
spawning sea mullet. I can honestly say we 
haven’t caught a mulloway under 10kg this sea 
mullet season, and the “silver ghost” busters 
usually scoff at anything sub 15kg!

Find the mullet,  
find the mulloway!
As schools of spawning mullet will be heading 
downstream during early autumn, the biggest 
mulloway in coastal river systems are most 
likely to be concentrated in back eddies and 
deep holes utilising their finely tuned sensory 
armament to ambush unsuspecting prey during 
low light periods. 

Sharp bends, rockbars, bridge pylons and forks 
in the river are good starting points to focus your 
efforts further upstream. All of these natural and 
manmade features create back eddies in the tidal 

current and allow big fish to exert little energy 
when feeding. Sounding around from a boat or 
using the Navionics mobile app to look for 
drop-offs and holes that create breaks in the 
current, which aren’t visible from the water's 
surface, also pays dividends. This way you’ll know 
where to target your casts at night. And it’s why 
having a good understanding of your local system 
can save a lot of groundwork!

Moving on through to mid autumn, the 
bulk of the mullet run will be closer to the 
openings of rivers, harbours and inlets. This is 
a good time to target nearby structure such as 
wharfs, drop-offs, wrecks and rockbars. As 
mentioned previously, big mulloway will be 
using these features to shelter from tidal 
currents and “boof ” surface schooling mullet 
being swept overhead.

Once you have a few likely places to start 
fishing, we can then further concentrate effort to 
favourable tide and moon phases. But, when it 

comes to the new or full moon, I’m happy to sit 
on the fence. Like most trending mulloway 
theorists, I’ve witnessed that the moon phase 
doesn’t matter all that much, especially when 
fishing around the mullet run! Which makes 
sense as I can’t see why a big mulloway would 
pass up an easy meal if the conditions will allow 
it. However, the peaks of either moon phase 
(where there is more tidal movement) seem to be 
when most of the activity occurs. 

Therefore, late autumn and winter is the 
perfect time to intercept big mulloway because 
the peak of the high tide occurs well into the 
night on the lead-up of both the new and full 
moon. It’s important to remember by the time a 
mulloway has reached 15kg it is a cautious, 
commanding low-light hunter that relies on the 
darkness to hunt less conspicuously, using as 
little energy as possible to feed.

It’s likely that once spawning sea mullet begin 
spilling out into the ocean, big schools of 

g mulloway will be using these features 
er from tidal currents and ‘boof’ surface 

schooling mullet being swept overhead.”
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mulloway from offshore reefs head inshore and
capitalise on the seasonal occurrence.

Generally, the cool westerly winds around
this time of year f latten and groom the seas and 
really get the mullet moving. These fresh
westerly breezes coupled with big tides will
f lush just about all of the spawning mullet out
of the river systems and see them begin moving
north along the coast.

Ocean breakwalls and nearby headlands with
prominent points and washy fingers are perfect
spots to target big mulloway off the rocks as the
fish wait patiently in ambush.

Deep gutters (which are further pronounced
at night due to the big tides) in the corners of
beaches and along the beach-side of breakwalls
are also prime big jewie haunts. This is
especially true on the northern side of the river 
system’s entrance.

What to use
Before getting to lures, it’s crucial to get the
basics right if you are to stand a chance of
landing a 20kg+ mulloway at night.

Firstly, a good quality head torch is a must. Head
torches are an important bit of kit when it comes to
clambering over rocks in the dark, walking through
the bush and (hopefully) steering a mulloway to a
designated landing point. However, a degree of
stealth is advised and try to keep the torch off the
water when fishing. Typically, we’ll only have it on
when we’re walking in and out of a location and
when a fish is nearing the rocks - just before netting
or washing up. Generally, there is ample light to
fish without the aid of a head torch around the full 
moon, but you’ll still need it to tie knots and
change lures as required.

Secondly, a pair of shoes that are able to be
worn in and out of the water are a valuable asset 

when fishing regularly from low lying banks,
beaches and breakwalls. Keen and Teva are two 
brands worth looking into, and they make
several good quality designs of grippy,
comfortable and amphibious shoes - particularly
important if you plan on releasing fish.

When it comes to fishing gear, a good quality
spinning reel with a smooth powerful drag that
holds 300m of 30-50lb braid will be enough to stop
just about any mulloway you’re likely to encounter.
I’ve recently been experimenting with incredibly
powerful yet small overheads and baitcasters casting
lures off the rocks for longtail tuna and Spanish
mackerel, so I’ve been using these while luring for
mulloway, too. It’s similar to a setup you would use
for big barra or black bass but with a longer rod
which is more suited to landbased fishing.

Pairing your reel to a strong graphite or glass 
composite rod around 9 feet in length 
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A school of sea mullet
heading north around a
prominent headland.

LEFT INSET: Kieran
Hill releasing a trophy
landbased mulloway.

RIGHT INSET: Two
powerful kicks of the
tail and this mulloway
disappears into the night.

LANDBASED SPORTFISHING
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DEFINING FISHING HOOKS SINCE 1877

  182 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE? 
  HOW ABOUT THE QUALITY OF   
  A HOOK WIRE THAT IS  100%

MADE IN THE VIKING COUNTRY OF NORWAY? OR THE 
INNOVATION OF THE ULTRAPOINT 4 .3  LONG LASTING 
POINT TECHNOLOGY? 

MUSTAD.NO

(depending on the location you fish) is perfect 
for this type of fishing. Most big mulloway 
lures are between 40-100 grams and you’ll need 
to cast these repeatedly in the dark, so find a 
balance between overall power and lightness to 
make casting easier. 

Generally, 40-80lb f luorocarbon or hard 
nylon leader will cover most situations. As big 
jewies can be hard work around the rocks, keep 
your leader at least 3m in length, but not too 
long as this can dull the action of some diving 
hardbodies when slow rolling them just beneath 
the surface of the water. 

The enticing action of a slow rolling hard 
body is crucial in drawing a mulloway away from 
a school of mullet and convincing it to strike. 
Typically, the best lures when fishing around 
schools of big mullet will be those that replicate 
the silhouette and action of one. Lures like the 
Killalure Jewie 150, and the old River2Sea Lively 
Mullet (bibbed soft plastic/hard body) are 
favourites. Croaker Lures, Leavey Lures and 
Ando Lures out of Yamba have also been making 
some great timber mulloway lures which have all 
accounted for some trophy mulloway more 
recently. However, most large mullet profile lures 
that can be worked slowly and swim no more 

than 3ft deep will work when used around 
schools of spawning sea mullet. 

Big trebles are favoured over single hooks for 
mulloway, which can be at times fairly inaccurate 
when striking a lure. Interestingly, quite often you’ll 
have a better hook-up rate on the full moon. As 
evolved to feeding in the dark and dirty water as big 
mulloway are, they tend to be far more accurate with 
their strikes when there is some sort of light either 
from the moon or from close by artificial lighting. 

It’s clear to see, the quest for a big mulloway 

on a lure is not an easy one. And there are many 
more facets which cannot be covered in this 
article alone. But rest assured, big mulloway are 
not uncommon and you can never be too sure 
when you’ll be likely to encounter one. The 
beauty of this method is, you can apply it to just 
about anywhere that mullet and mulloway occur 
and have access to the ocean. Chances are that if 
you put in enough casts in the right places, it’s 
only a matter of time before you feel that 
almighty crunch on your lure! 
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Program provides 
the NSW DPI with 

valuable data.
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THE FISHING SCHOOL

MANY people find one or two types of hook
that they like and stick with them for
everything, only varying the size depending
on the bait or size of fish encountered. Hook
selection can be as simple or as complicated as
you choose with hooks available in many
shapes, sizes, materials and finishes. Hooks are
once of the most critical pieces of tackle used
by all anglers across the globe so it’s important 
to understand the differences between the
different hooks available. Read on to learn
more about the differences between the
various hooks on the market and how to keep 
them corrosion free and razor sharp.

Hook sizing
For the uninitiated, the naming conventions
used for different hook sizing can be somewhat
counter intuitive. Hook sizes use two
numbering conventions, the first is for smaller
hooks with the smallest hook having a large 
number – these sizes range from size 32
(smallest) to size 1 (largest). The sizing
continues using a number followed by a back
slash and zero with the largest hook having the 

A Guide To Fishing Hooks
Sami goes back to basics with this informative guide to 
choosing the right style of hook for your fishing.

WITH SAMI OMARI

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY

STORM
Fishing Lures
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largest number – these sizes range from 1/0
to 20/0. So if you had a size 2 hook then the
next size up would be a size 1 followed by a 
1/0 then a 2/0 and so on. 

Hook styles
There are many hook styles on the market
today with some of the more popular being
the suicide or octopus pattern featuring a
short shank, wide gape and long sharp point
making them a popular all round bait hook.

Circle hooks feature a turned in hook point,
designed so that the hook point doesn’t easily
catch onto the internals of a fish but slides
back up when swallowed and locates in the
corner of the jaw – these hooks are great for
catch and release. Treble hooks look like three
hooks welded into one and are the three
pronged hooks that you find on lures with the
greater hook coverage making them ideal for
lures and jigs which can be attacked from any
angle. Ganged hooks consist of two or more
hooks joined together by running the point of
one hook through the eye of another resulting
in a multi hook chain that is well suited to
long baits like whole pilchards and garfish for
tailor or mackerel. There are many other styles
of hooks including strong live bait patterns for
game fish, bait holder patterns with slices in
the shank for general bait fishing, long shank
hooks for longer baits such as worms and to
avoid being bitten off by toothy critters like
tailor along with general purpose hooks such 
as Kirby or O’Shaughnessy patterns.

Hook materials and finishes
Materials used in the manufacture of fishing
hooks are mostly either carbon steel or
stainless steel. Carbon steel hooks are thin
and strong however the metal is prone to
corrosion and needs to have a protective
coating added to prevent them from rusting.
Stainless steel hooks on the other hand are
highly corrosion resistant however the
material is not as strong as carbon steel so
needs to be a thicker on average. Stainless
steel is also much more expensive than
carbon steel so expect to pay more for 

TOP TO BOTTOM: Ganged hooks can be a good
option for chasing fish like tailor off the beach;
A circle hook used on a Murray cod to ensure a 
successful release.

e hook is placed in a
ical bath which eats

away at the microscopic
imperfections to further
smooth and refine the hook
point to an ultra-sharp finish.”
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stainless hooks. To minimise corrosion on 
carbon steel hooks, manufactures apply a 
coating to suit fishing conditions in fresh or 
salt water. Bronze finish hooks are economical 
and suited to more forgiving freshwater 
environments while nickel and tin finishes in 
black, silver or red are the most popular robust 
coatings for harsher saltwater environments.

Hook sharpening
To obtain that razor point edge, hooks are 
either mechanically sharpened or both 
mechanically and chemically sharpened. The 
basic method of sharpening a hook is to 
mechanically grind the metal to form the 
desired profile at the hook point. Once a point 
has been ground it is then honed to create a 
hook that is relatively sharp and suitable for 
general applications. The chemical sharpening 
process takes this a step further with the 
mechanically sharpened and honed hook 
placed in a chemical bath which eats away at 
the microscopic imperfections to further 
smooth and refine the hook point to an 

ultra-sharp finish. With chemically sharpened 
hooks, once the point goes dull you are often 
better off throwing the hook away than trying 
to sharpen them mechanically as you will 
never be able to replicate the same point with a 
file or stone that was created with the chemical 
sharpening process. If you do want to sharpen 
your hooks, a small diamond file or 
sharpening stone is a good option. When 
sharpening, you generally push the file away 
from the hook point to minimise chances of 
the hook point rolling over. 

Hook care and storage
Moisture and in particular salt laden moisture, is 
the enemy of all hooks and can quickly turn a box 
of shiny new hooks into a rust laden mess. The best 
way to store unused hooks is in their original 
packaging secured in a water tight container. Hooks 
that have been used should have any remnants of 
bait removed then rinsed in warm fresh water. 
Once the hooks are fully dried I like to give them a 
quick spray of a light vegetable oil before storing 
them in a water tight hook box to help ensure they 
remain corrosion free for as long as possible.
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LEFT:  Regardless 
of hook style, 
sharpnesss is 
always the most 
important factor.
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Mullets
12 colours

$12EA

STOCK UP
FOR THIS YEAR’S

FLATHEAD SEASON

 
FULL RANGE FOR ALL SPECIES 

www.livelyluresonline.com.au 

 BUY DIRECT & SAVE.
FREE POSTAGE
FOR ORDERS OVER $50 

Kimberley Coastal Camp is one of very few  

www.kimberleycoastalcamp.com.au

e:
camp t: 08 9161 4410  |  bookings m: 0417 902 006

• Reef,Deep Sea and Sport Fishing
• Swains,Samurez,Cap Bunker Group. Luxury
• 20m Cat. New V8 Scanias. Large comfortable-

and stable.
• Air conditioned and fast (cruise up to 16 knots)
• Professional crew (over 22 years experience)
• Cater for groups up to 14 people from 3 to 

10 days
• BYO and fully licenced bar
• Desalinate unit
• Trips designed to suit your requirements

SATELLITE TV INSTALLED

Ph 0427 125 727 |  Fax (07) 4972 1759 
michael@mikat.com.au

www.mikat.com.au

FISHING EXPERIENCE 
OF A LIFETIME !

NOTHING BEATS LOCAL EXPERIENCE!
FISH UNSPOILT LOCATIONS THAT MOST CAN’T. WITH EXPERT GUIDES, 
A WORLD CLASS CHEF AND IN MOTHER-SHIP LUXURY.

DAVE@CANNONCHARTERS.COM.AU      
MOBILE: 0418 941 523 
WWW.CANNONCHARTERS.COM.AU
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Hot Deals
on Domestic Vacuum

Call1800 823 200 Email : info@pacfood.com.au

Bags & Rolls!

We also sell commercial 
vacuum sealing bags!
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semi-commercial
with a solid stainless steel body
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 Keep your food fresh for a long time
 Extend the shelf life of your products
 Perfect when you go fishing and camping
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 www.pacfood.com.au

Andrew Chorley – Owner/ operator 
Phone 0407627852

www.herveybaysportfishing.com.au 

Guided Lure and Fly Fishing 
• Born and Bred local guide 
• 18 ft custom sportfishing vessel 
• 14 ft estuary sportfishing vessel 
• quality fishing gear supplied 
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• NT & SA

We arrange and include everything from your capital city airport to Darwin,VIP 
transfers to and from your Quality Darwin accommodation, pick up for your fishing 
safari by our professional fishing guide, all meals and accommodation on location,  
PLUS we save you money!!!

Shady Camp

roborree Billabong

Melville Island
Mother ShipCoastal Rivers & Creek

Dundee Beach

Finniss River

Kimberly Coast

Broome
Daly River

South Alligator

Bathurst Island

Bynoe Harbour

Dhipirri Lodge,

Arnhem Land

Bucket List of Barra Adventures

www.milliondollarfish.com.au

For information

www.barratours.com.au
Phone : Mobile 0404 485 006  Email: phil@barratours.com.au

the fishing safari package deal professionals

r

Dundee/Finniss River, NT

SPECIAL “BUILD UP” BARRA & BLUE WATER PACKAGE 
with air fares, 2 nights Darwin & 

1 night mother ship accommodation  for just $1,830 pp

Magnifi cent new
OceanMaster boats

+61 8 8983 1544www.barralodge.com.au
barralodge@nafa.com.au  find us on facebook

Talk to Alex Julius and his team to book 
your exclusive fi shing adventure NOW!

BOOKING PEAK SEASONS ONLY!
Fishing at the Arnhemland Barramundi Nature Lodge will 
take place only during the Top End’s two peak seasons.

12 Brand-new luxury
safari suites

FISH THE BUILD-UP 
(October/November 2016)

FISH THE RUN-OFF 
(March/April 2017)Fishing in S ncer l , fo Aus l s

biggest snapper on soft plastics, jigs &
bait as seen on IFISH TV show

7.4m Clayton Gallant with lock up cabin/
toilet, surveyed for 7 passengers.

Charter & accomodation  
packages available.

Fishing in S ncncerer GGGG llululffff A ffor Australia’s

Bookings essential
0427 282 000

arnobayfishing@bigpond.com
www.arnobayfishingadventures.com





DAVE RAE

SOMETIMES, with all our experience and
good intentions, we as anglers can be our own
worst enemies. That’s right, we do things that
are just plain dumb!

Take yours truly for example. I’ve managed
to pull off most of the common dumb things
over the years. I’ve launched the boat, got out
to sea and anchored up over a favorite snapper
spot to find that my bait was in the esky back
home. I’ve launched the boat without the bung
plug in place and in the early days when I had
the car (an old Valiant for those old enough to
remember) and my mate had the tinnie, I’ve
driven 30 minutes to find that my tow ball
was back home. Whilst driving through
Sydney in the wee hours (on our way to
Narooma), we’ve had the trailer wheel bounce
through a red light because above mentioned
mate forgot to tighten the wheel nuts.

Last year I wore spike-less rock fishing boots
and ended up slipping into the drink. Only
yesterday after looking in vain for my phone, 

three of us drove 7km into town to put the
boat into the river to pull our muddy pots,
only to find my phone sitting happily on the
gunwale of the boat … its rubber case
probably kept it from sliding off, but after
our dirt drive and a few bumpy sections of
tar, I still reckon I was very lucky. Coming
home with 11 good-sized muddies made it
a very pleasant hour.

At this point you may be wondering what
prompted my thinking towards the dumb
things I’ve done? Well, this column has been in
the back of my mind since I organised a bass
trip with Fishing World editor Scott Thomas in
March. We met up at the West Kunderang
Wilderness Retreat for a spot of bass fishing.
The river was very low and the fishing was
tough due to a lack of water, so Kunderang’s
Max Graham lead us into a remote stretch of
water that always holds fish. The trek in took
about 45 minutes and involved some exciting
river crossings and bumpy river stone driving. 

This hole is only small and it fishes best
after dark, so we were in place as the sun
disappeared behind a rather imposing cliff
line. By the time it was pitch dark the bass
decided to play. We were getting belted almost
every throw and the “stoke” was on. Things
were looking good until my mate and I (who
were sharing a canoe), cast at the same time.
The resulting tangle was of epic proportions
and after five minutes of picking away by feel,
much of our lines were cleared. The problem
became the wraps of his line around my reel. I
couldn’t get it clear and thinking that my
headlamp was on the bass-friendly red light
setting, I committed the unforgivable. I
turned on my super-doopa headlamp and lit
up the whole pool with a spotlight like beam.
A bass exploded off the surface right beside
me, Scott remained silent and Max’s distant
howl reached my delicate ears just as I
switched off the offending electrical gadget.

Too late though, the damage was done, the
fish had been spooked and the bite stopped.
What could have been a special session ended
up being not so good.

I was called a variety of names; some which I
disagreed with vigorously, but I did deserve it!

Not So Bright Moments
Sometimes common sense gets left behind on fishing 

trips, as Dave discovered on a recent night fishing session.

BY DAVE RAE

x’s distant howl reached 
licate ears just as I

switched off the offending 
electrical gadget.”
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ABOVE: Wild bass like the chunky model
pictured here are an easier target after dark.

MAIN: Skinny water like this comes alive after 
dark... as long as you keep your torch off!
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FIND YOUR PREY WITH THE 
NEW DRAGONFLY 7 PRO SONAR/GPS. 

SIMPLY THE BEST IMAGING SONAR, DRAGONFLY’S 
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YOUR PHONE OR TABLET
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COVER: Keen fly fisho Brett Wilson bought a customised 
Beast Master Snubby 440 for chasing shallow water 
estuary targets and hitting the road in search of exotic 
species. Find out more on page 76. IMAGE: Shane Chalker.

For further information visit www.seajayboats.com.au
To like us on Facebook visit www.facebook.com/SeaJayBoats
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Australian National Distributor 

Lakeside Marine Pty Ltd 

e: sales@lakesidemarine.com.au

25 HP engines – which boast new features, with more options
matched with even better performance.

• Low end Torque with Immediate Throttle response and 
acceleration

• Introducing "TOCS", Tohatsu On-board Communication 
System (NMEA compatible)

• Variable Idle Control (850,950.1050 rpm) trolling simplicity

• Improved fuel efficiency 

• Easy Flushing connection system (no engine run)

• Modern and efficient cowl design

Find your local dealer today at www.tohatsu.com.au

50/40/30/25

ttsu.co

The big news in 4-strokes are the new Tohatsu 50,40, 30 and
25 HP engines which boast new features with more options

Performance
Four   Stroke
Performance
Four   Stroke
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I've seen you using the front platform, it 
looks pretty effective, especially when 
you're doing the fly fishing approach.
Definitely, I hadn’t used one until recently at 
Hinchinbrook Island and couldn't believe the 
difference visually. The advantages of a little 
elevation that the platform gave me was 
amazing. Being able to see structure more 
clearly and offer additional casting distance 
enables me to site cast to more fish. The added 
advantages aren’t just f ly fishing-based, casting  
to bream in oyster racks and spotting fish to 
pitch plastics at in the estuary are more 
examples of its usefulness.

The back platform is even higher  
but this isn't necessarily to fish off is it?
No, it’s mainly for spotting fish. It’s an 
American thing from the poling boats, but I 
will be using my electric to sneak around the 
f lats. But it’s a great place to get onto and have 
a look around, I’m amazed at how much more 
fish life you spot from up there, so much more 
then when looking from standing in the hull of 
the boat.

Hi Bretto, so you have downsized and 
traded in your old Hooker boat for this 
unique looking rig?
Yeah I got the Hooker with the thought 
of trying the offshore fishing thing, but it 
prevented me from doing that really skinny 
water at the back of the lake around the islands 
and sand f lats. It’s fishing that I really love. Plus 
the light tackle estuary fishing. The Snubby is 
perfect for this style of fishing .

Your new boat is a very original design 
and I noticed it getting plenty of 
attention at the ramp. Did you have much 
input to the design?
Rob Ferguson (owner, designer and builder of 
Beast Master Boats) explained my options and I 
suggested a couple of things I would like try. He 
knows his product so well, you just tell him what 
you want and he simply does it. The front casting 
platform was an afterthought and Robbie said 
“yep we can do that”, and so he modified the front 
deck to suit. The platform sits on top of the hatch 
with an adjustable turn-buckle, and it can be 
removed, but still gives easy access to the storage. 

Keen fly fisher Brett Wilson 
has downsized with his latest 
boat – an impressive flats 
boat from Beast Master. 
Shane Chalker asks him a 
few questions about his latest 
head-turning Snubby 440.

RIGHT: The elevated 
casting platform 

allows better sight 
fishing and a great 

position for casting.

MAIN:The Snubby at 
home on the flats!
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And you have gone with the tiller steer?
Yeah I'm bit of an old school lover of a tiller
steer; all of my past favourite boats have had
them. What helped me to make the decision
was the inclusion of the small glove box
mounted on the back of the passenger seat
which was enough for the few switches I needed
and to mount my electronics on. The passenger
seat also has a purpose built grab rail which
makes the boat perfect for driving standing up,
which is what it was designed for.

It’s amazingly dry for a small boat plus driving
standing up is very comfortable and you have
fantastic vision of what’s going on all around you 
which is not only safe but fun too.

The decking also looks pretty  
impressive, what is that?
Yes it’s from a company called SeaDek and is a
bit of a challenge to keep clean but is really
grippy and feels great under foot. The boat
was put through a scanner from a naval
engineer to get the exact measurements needed
for the decking to fit all areas precisely. You
can have personalised logos or sponsor banners 
cut from the material as well. I even got a 
1.2m ruler into the gunwale patch.

You do a lot of travelling with your style
of fishing and I noticed your trailer stands 
out, what’s the story with it?
For the trailer I went with a custom unit built
in Hervey Bay by PJM Industries. Much like
this entire rig, the attention to detail on the
trailer is one of the main reasons why people
stop and have a look. I opted for the drive on
style of trailer because 90 per cent of the time
I fish alone and to drive on, hook it up and 
roll away works great for me.

For a small boat there looks like  
plenty of storage?
Yes there is a heap of storage under the front
hatch, which also has an aluminium fuel tank
which holds 45 litres, but like most things with
these boats, can be customised to hold more or 
less fuel, which ever you desire.

You go on plenty of fishing adventures, is 
the boat going to be coming along on 
some of them in the future?
Yep, for sure! That's what it's there for and why I
got the great trailer so I can confidently do the
miles. I did some filming last year in places 
where I would love to take this boat.

And what's currently on your agenda,
are you working on anything exciting?
Always got plenty going on. Well I have not
long returned from a trip to Weipa where I was
filming with Krank Productions for our second
instalment for the Rise Fly Fishing film festival.
We managed some more amazing footage and
look forward to showing “Parallel Lines” to 
everyone in August.

Thanks a lot for answering  
the questions, Bretto.
No problem, Shane, any time.

LEFT: Bretto went for a
standing tiller steer position.

BELOW: The poling platform
adds another tall vantage
point for spotting fish.

“It’s amazingly dry for a small boat 
plus driving standing up is very
comfortable and you have fantastic 
vision of what’s going on.”

Specifications
BRAND: Beast Master Boats

MODEL: Snubby

LENGTH: 4.4 Metres

BEAM: 1.85 M

MOTOR: Yamaha 50

FUEL: 45L

SPEED: 30 Knots
CONTACT: See Beast Master Facebook page.



NSS EVO2

HALO RADAR

CONFIDENCE TO TACKLE
THE BIG GAME.

SIMRAD-YACHTING.COM

Go With Confidence

Focus on the catch easier and faster than ever before.

NSS evo2 and NSO evo2 multifunction displays and glass bridge 

systems are perfectly suited to match any sportfishing vessel. 

Simrad systems integrate seamlessly with award-winning Halo™

bird-finder radar, StructureScan® 3D imaging, CHIRP enabled

Broadband Sounder™ technology, and much more.

Multi-touch ultra bright display

Autopilot integration

CHIRP fish-finding sonar

Built-in 10 Hz GPS

Widest choice of cartography

 NMEA 2000® engine interface

Download and upload maps, software, and apps
direct to your fishfinder / chartplotter.
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Lowrance announces savings 
LOWRANCE has announce its winter savings 
promotion into Australia and New Zealand. 
Available from June 1st through to September 
20th 2016, Lowrance is dropping the RRP by $200 
on each sku across the entire HDS Gen3 range.

The Lowrance HDS Gen3 range of multi 
function displays are available in 7-, 9- and 
12-inch models and combine a faster 
processor with enhanced, built-in fishfinder 
technologies, as well as a modified menu 
system that’s even easier to use.

With an improved Lowrance user interface 
plus multi-touch and full keypad operation, 
the HDS Gen3 series provides quicker, 
fingertip access to all features – along with 
an enhanced processor for more responsive 
performance. Instinctive, icon-driven 
commands are easy to learn, and features 
such as scrolling menus, cursor assist, 
snap-to setting markers and preview panes 
with quick-touch slider bars, provide a 
user-friendly feel, similar to operating a 
smartphone or tablet.

HDS-7 Gen3 (comes with 83/200 and LSS 
Transducers) $1,799.00 
HDS-9 Gen3 (comes with 83/200 and LSS 
Transducers) $3,099.00 
HDS-12 Gen3 (comes with 83/200 and LSS 
Transducers) $4,499.00
More info at www.lowrance.com.au

GME announces new  
“Black Box” VHF radio 
THE GX750’s unique Black Box concept 
provides all the functionality of a 
conventional fixed-mount VHF Marine 
Radio in the palm of your hand with the 
supplied full-function LCD Controller 
Microphone. This allows the compact 
Black Box radio unit to be mounted 
almost anywhere in the vessel, making 
it the perfect choice for installations 
where dash space is at a premium.

The GX750 has been designed with 
the same stylish white and grey colour
scheme, consistent with the recently 
launched GR300 Marine Entertainment pro
The unified design and colour scheme ensures
GME radio communications and entertainment products blend seamlessly into 
the boat dash. The GX750 will also be available with a Black LCD Controller 
Microphone to suit contemporary vessel interiors.

Built to withstand the harsh Australian marine environment, the GX750 
chassis is waterproof to the IPX7 standard and the unit is UV stabilised to 
maintain the satin finish ensuring lasting performance. RRP $329
More info at www.gme.net.au

oduct.
ures

Electric engine Torqeedo hits Australia
POWER Equipment unveiled the Torqeedo brand 
of electric motors to the Australian market.

The range includes an outboard for every 
purpose – from the super-quiet motors fitted 
to kayaks for peaceful fishing trips, to the 
Deep Blue model suited to commercial vessels 
providing operators a better choice for the 
environment and eco-tourism applications

Torqeedo engines are also intelligent, 
which enhances safety for all boaties. As 
part of Torqeedo’s standard equipment, the 
motor on-board computer has an inbuilt 
range monitor so you know how much further 
you can go with the current battery life.

Four models are available:

• Ultralight (1HP equivalent) ideal for canoes 
and kayaks 

• Travel (1.5HP and 3HP equivalent) suited to 
dinghies and tenders

• Cruise (5HP, 8HP and 20HP equivalent) for 
motorboats and sailboats

• Deep Blue (40HP and 80HP equivalent) used 
for green boats and commercial operators. 
These innovative and eco-friendly motors 

enhance safety, are low maintenance and 
provide long-term savings on fuel costs, 
motor services and environmental impact. 
Suitabke for a range of fishing applications. 
Price range starts from $2,500.
More info at www.torqeedo.com
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Yamaha has something to SHO 
YAMAHA has announced the introduction of the full range of four 
stroke VMAX SHO engines to the Australian outboard line up. 

These models have redefined the high performance outboard 
market in the USA and are sure to catch the attention of the 
Australian boating public.

The VMAX SHO engine platform was previously only 
available in Australia in the 4.2 Litre V6 models which included 
horsepower variants from 200 to 250. The range will now be 
expanded to include in-line four cylinder models, VF115, VF150 
and VF175. The expanded line up also includes 25 inch, 
extra-long transom models in the VF150 and VF250.
More info at www.yamaha-motor.com.au

Cruise Craft hulls now 100 per cent composite  
CRUISE Craft boats has announced every Cruise Craft model is now 
constructed utilising an advanced all composite construction method which 
ensures all hulls are now 100 per cent timber free. With zero timber in the 
construction, the opportunity for timber rot has been completely eliminated.

The composite build process focusses upon two key areas of the hull, the 
transom and the sub floor system. All Cruise Craft models now have a full 
composite, rot free transom. 

In the sub floor, the Cruise Craft developed Matrix Grid Construction 
process is employed. Formed from composite material to profile the cavity 
between the inside of the hull and underside of the fully moulded fibreglass 
floor liner, the sub-floor composite matrix provides rigidity and support for 
both the cockpit floor and the hull itself.
More info at www.cruisecraft.com.au
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Garmin announce industry first GMR Fantom marine radar series
GARMIN claims its GMR Fantom is the 
industry’s first 40W solid-state, pulse 
compression, Doppler marine radar series.

Available in a 4’ (1.8° beam width) or 6’ 
(1.25° beam width) open array, the Fantom 
series incorporates Garmin’s exclusive 
MotionScope technology, which uses the 
Doppler effect to detect and highlight moving 
targets and track weather in a single ping.

Real-time moving targets are highlighted on 
the radar display with an easy-to-see colour 
so boaters can avoid potential collisions or 
navigate around severe weather, while Auto 
Bird Gain – a unique feature that lets boaters 
easily locate birds at the water’s surface – 
will further assist offshore anglers in locating 
birds and, ultimately, game fish.

With its pulse compression technology, 
Fantom delivers high resolution while 
maximising energy on targets to enhance

detection and identification of targets. Pulse 
expansion can then maximise target size to 
help differentiate real targets from noise.

When the Echo Trails setting is turned on, a 
fading ‘trail’ on the screen can also help easily 
identify the direction of the moving targets 
and potential collision threats. The trails 
shown are corrected for the boat’s rotation 
when an autopilot or heading sensor is 
connected to the Garmin Marine Network.

Featuring a unique design that’s smaller 
and lighter than previous open-array radar 
models, the new Fantom radars deliver high 
sensitivity for both close- and long-range 
(from 6m to 72nm) without compromise in 
ruggedness or reliability. 

Garmin’s GMR Fantom series is compatible 
with the GPSMAP 7400 series, GPSMAP 8000 
series, and the new GPSMAP 8400 series. 
More info www.garmin.com/en-AU

ICOM's value VHF transceiver  
ICOM Australia has announced the IC-M200 
Marine VHF Transceiver, offering loads of 
features at an affordable price.

The new transceiver IC-M200 is a small, 
compact, fixed mount unit includes a large 
easy to read LCD, plus it’s IPX7 rated and 
comes with the AquaQuake draining 
function for optimal audio. This is the perfect 
radio for boats that need a basic radio or 
have limited space. 

The IC-M200, like all Icom radios, is still 
made in Japan, adhering to strict quality 
standards. and comes with a RRP of $308.
More info at www.icom.net.au
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plenty more down there. Problem is, it’s time to 

Garmin Striker™ with GPS, CHIRP and the clearest 

this spot and come back to it for sure.
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OVER the past few years the limits of kayak
fishing have been pushed much further. The
fish being caught out of these minuscule boats
have been bigger and bigger. From mangrove
jacks in tight timber, to barramundi in
impoundments, and in the extremes, even
prize pelagics like marlin have been caught
from kayaks. But as the offshore winds begin
to roll in and our waters begin to team with
white bait and dive bombing birds along the
South East Queensland region, kayak anglers
set their minds on a new species, the northern
bluefin tuna or more commonly known as the 
longtail tuna.

Chasing longtails from a kayak can be hard work, and
as Will Muskens discovered, it's also highly addictive!

Longtails From 
The ‘Yak

that may go down before you reach them. More
often than not you’ve fought 80 per cent of the
battle before you’ve even hooked the fish! The
other 20 per cent is 45 minutes of two steps
forward, one step back.

However, it’s 100 per cent worth it! Seeing
that tuna come up and smash your lure, and
getting dragged around the ocean and finally
tailing that fish into the kayak is the most
exhilarating and adrenalin filled moments.

Watching birds dive and having 15 to 20kg
freight trains displace large amounts of water is
an awesome sight. The urge is to paddle up and
cast. But this is where stealth mode, persistence,
patience and positioning come into play. Trying
to incorporate the “3 Ps” in this adrenalin-
pumped kind of fishing is very hard, but if used,
is effective in catching fish.

Lets start with positioning. As you franticly
paddle towards the school of bullets, take note
of where they’re heading and where the “lead
fish” are going. The lead fish will dictate what
direction they push the bait, hence where the
fish go. Recognise this lead fish, position
yourself in the same direction that the fish are
heading, and the fish will come to you. Not
having to correct yourself means more casts
and less work. As I mentioned earlier, kayaks
are inherently stealthy. Being half the size and
not having the noise of an outboard allows you 
to get well within casting distance of these
easily spooked and timid fish, and without
scaring them, maximising your chances of
connecting with these pelagic fish.

Tuna can be the most frustrating fish that
swims! They go down as quickly as they as they
come up, and can be somewhere one day, and in
a completely different place the next. This leads
me to persistence and patience. You’ll go through
numerous bust ups, go through hours of chasing
and casting before you’ll hook up. The main
thing is that you don’t give up, keep casting,
keep retrieving your lures right, stay positive and
the results will come your way.

So, get yourself into stealth mode, get yourself
in the right position and be patient. If you do,
eventually you’ll find your reel screaming and
yourself getting towed around with a longtail 
pinned to the end of your line.

Gear
Having the right gear, from the right reel, rod,
line, to lures and lifejacket or safety equipment
is essential when chasing tuna from kayaks.
Lets start with lures. Be f lexible and prepared
to change it up a bit. Take out a spread of
lures, which include stick baits, plastics, slugs,
trolling lures or poppers all in different colours
or sizes. And be observant and be prepared to
match the hatch. Take note of what the main 
source of baitfish are, looking at profile,
colour and length and try to match it as 
closely as possible. 

Why a kayak?
A question I’m often asked is why fish out of a
kayak, or more specifically, why chase tuna
from a kayak? Firstly, kayaks are a seriously
underrated craft and the benefits vastly
out-weigh the negatives. Being lighter and half
the work of your average boat and not needing a
boat ramp, it opens up so many more areas for
launching. But my favourite and by far most
useful characteristic of the kayak is its stealth,
which I will talk more about later.

Kayaks can be serious work! It’s sometimes a
battle constantly paddling to reach the bust-ups 
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ONE OF SYDNEY’S 
FINEST LAUNCHES, 

IF NOT THE BEST.
At 32 feet, Cap Norte was 

completely refitted over  
8 months by Sydney 

Harbour Boatbuilders and 
launched in November 
2014. This boat is like 

new again. Built by 
renowned shipwright 

Ian Taylor in 1985.

$175,000
Contact Max: 0412 103 800

SERIOUS BUYERS ONLY PLEASE

• Brand new Nanni 115HP turbo 
charged engine

• All new electrics, including  
9 inch Raymarine plotter

• Remote anchor switch with chain counter

• Holding tank (180 litres) and new  
water tanks  (560 litres)

• Brand new bathroom  
and plumbing throughout

• Custom made fridge and separate 
freezer which runs 24/7 off solar on 
the roof and has 240 volt shore power 

• High quality finish, new cushions  
and upholstery 
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Your set up doesn’t need to be overly heavy, 
just heavy enough to put a bit of strain on the 
fish and give it a bit of hurt during those crazy 
first, second and third runs. 

I own and use an 8-10kg Shimano Terez 
matched with a 5000 Shimano Stradic, 30lb Kato 
braid with 30lb Black Magic leader. In terms of a 
rod, anything around the 6-10kg range is just 
about perfect. Enough tip to get some distance 
when casting but enough base to be able to dictate 
terms to the fish when needed. When choosing a 
reel, be reasonable and anything that can hold a 
few hundreds metres of line is good. Don’t mess 
around with small reels.  Anything under 4000 
and you can expect either to get spooled in a few 
minutes, to be there for over an hour or to have 
your reel’s drag playing up. A reel around the 
4000 or 5000 size range and you’ll be laughing. 
As far as line is concerned, Tuna aren’t very leader 
shy, so using a 30lb leader is all that’s needed. If 
you’re afraid of toothy by-catch it doesn’t hurt to 
go up to that 50- 60lb leader. Attach your leader 
to a 20 or 30lb braid for a good, solid fight. When 
chasing pelagics its well worth putting some 
money into a good set up. The better the set up 
doesn’t mean the better the fish, but it does mean 
a better, more enjoyable fight. 

Kayaks aren’t boats, they aren’t as stable and
not as strong which means when you go out into
the horizon that you remember the necessary 
safety equipment. Things like EPIRBs, life 
jackets, a bucket, V sheet and an anchor. Don’t 
forget to get these essentials when you go 
offshore. Get out amongst it and enjoy this 
addictive and primitive form of fishing between 
you, your kayak, and a silver slab of speed!

ABOVE: A nice longtail
taken on a sinking stickbait.

MAIN: After some 
persevering, this kayak 
caught longtail came on 
board the stealthy kayak.



Mick Fletoridis reviews the
latest chartplotter/multifunction 
display from Simrad.

Touchdown
REVIEWED
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OVER the past few years I’ve had a couple of
mid-sized Lowrance CHIRP sounder units
running on my Quintrex Hornet tinny. The last
– an Elite 7 HDI – proved to be a useful tool
that displayed the sort of on-screen info I needed
while fishing in salt and freshwater. The Elite’s
overall size and screen were a good fit for the
Hornet with its bright display visible from most
areas of the boat – by swivelling its gunwale
RAM mount – and a fairly straightforward
menu that was easy to work through after a little
practice. Recently the Lowrance made way for a
sister brand Simrad GO7 (7”) XSE unit. While 

real time two-dimensional pictures of the bottom
in front of your boat. No doubt this would be a
handy extra feature to have at your disposal for
both fishing and navigational purposes.

Turning the GO7 SXE unit on is done with a
touch of the finger over the power position. The
unit quickly fires up, beeps and runs through its
pre-use processes. To turn the unit off you hold
your finger over the power button for three
seconds. On start up the little Simrad’s 480 x 800
resolution display is noticeably crisp and bright.

Like the Lowrance Elite 7, I found navigating
the Simrad’s menu quite intuitive. The Home
page is where you access your preferred displays
and the sub menus of each where various
display settings can be changed to suit your
preference. Commonly used displays such as
sounder and GPS are found under Echo and
Chart respectively. The set’s main display
options are also highly customisable so you can
set it up to look exactly how you want it to. It’s
easy to make several combo displays of your
choosing and then save them to the custom
panel on the screen’s right. As you would on a
computer, drag and drop your display
preferences into the panel to make your combos 
and then save. Just click on the display you
want and it fires up. Too easy.

I commonly run a split screen with either
Echo and Chart displays or Echo and
Downscan. For anyone who has been using a
touch screen phone for several years, having the
same sort of technology on a sounder unit is a
revelation. The GO7’s touch screen makes 

the Simrad is a fairly similar unit to the Elite and
shares the same 83/200 455/800Khz HDI
skimmer transducer unit, its touch screen is a
game changing feature I’ve really come to
appreciate. More on that later.

The GO7 XSE is a CHIRP/broadband
sounder chartplotter equipped with high
frequency StructureScan imagery. Users can
select to use either High or Medium CHIRP
settings depending on water depth and echo
footprint required. Generally, for depths up to
600’ (183m) High CHIRP is the preferred
setting for better target separation and
definition and should cover the majority of
water fishos find themselves in.

Rather than leaving anglers to interpret a
standard sonar readout, StructureScan provides
x-ray like imagery that makes it easier to
identify fish and forms of structure. While the
name of this technology varies amongst
manufacturers it’s become a common feature on
sounders in recent years. Depending on the
transducer buyers opt for, StructureScan can be
used to display images relayed from below the
boat (DownScan) or left or right (SideScan), or a
combination of both. My unit displays the
DownScan “below” images only. It also came
with a detailed Navionics Aus/NZ chart on micro
SD card that slots into the back of the display.

For fishos who prefer to see standard sounder
images there’s an option of overlaying the
DownScan image over the top to provide the best
of both worlds. Those who buy the GO7 can also
opt for a ForwardScan transducer that will deliver 
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manoeuvring through the menu quick and easy and a pleasure rather 
than a chore, which can be the case on some older units. 

Another thing I really like about the state of the art Simrad is its wi-fi 
connectivity. If you have a mate on board who spends most of the time up 
at the bow casting or facing the stern while trolling, he/she can see the 
sounder screen on their phone, or tablet device if they have one handy. All 
your fishing mates have to do is download the free Simrad GoFree app and 
pair up their devices. In next to no time they’re seeing the same display you 
are and can fish accordingly, without having to constantly ask, “How deep 
here? Anything showing? Any bait? What’s the water temp?” etcetera. One 
thing I’ve noticed with pairing the unit to my phone is that there is some 
lag behind what the head unit displays, but it’s only a couple of seconds or 
so. As well as connecting to devices via wi-fi the unit can also be used to 
operate music and display engine instrumentation when hooked up to its 
NMEA 2000 network. Overall its wi-fi connectivity is very useful as it can 
also provide direct access to Simrad’s GoFree cloud service where you can 
download maps, software updates and more. 

Other things that have so far impressed about the GO7 are its crisp 
display that doesn’t lose out in bright sunlight or through polarised 
sunnies, and its ability to display bottom without much clutter at speed. 
Having spent minimal time on installing and adjusting its transducer it’s 
nice to still see a clear reading at 20 knots plus. Overall, after only a 
couple of months with this latest mid-size Simrad unit it’s been a very 
welcome addition to my boat. Did I mention I love that touch screen? 

The GO7 XSE is available now with Mid/High/Downscan transducer 
for $1249 RRP.  
More at simrad-yachting.com/en-au/

LEFT: The clever wi-fi 
connectivity allows you 
to use a smartphone to 
intergrate screen data. 
Useful on larger boats! 

MAIN: Simrad's GO7 
packs a lot of features in 
a small affordabale unit.

“As you would on a computer, drag and drop 
your preferences into the panel and then save.”



AFTER completing some 20 trips to Cape
York, both East and West Coasts, I thought it
was time I undertake my “trip of a lifetime”.
The plan was to travel across the West and up
into the Top End while towing my Renegade
420 and camping and fishing all the way.

Having been retired for a few years and no
longer having any commitments as the
tournament director for the Southern Bream
Series (SBS), the time was right and I
commenced serious planning and preparation. 

Ian “Big E” Phillips has some
advice for those embarking on 
a round-Australia road trip. 

Planning For The Lap
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The itinerary was set. The aim was to leave
early May and head across to Arno Bay in South
Australia to tackle the renowned big reds, then
drive to Perth and hook up with good mate
Robbie Ritches from Get Fishing Australia and
try for samson fish and dhufish. We’ll also
target reds and the Swan River black bream.

From Perth I’ll head up to Exmouth and
catch up with long time friends, Mark and
Evelyn McKinnery, where we plan to fish for
mackerel, tuna, trevally, coral trout, jewfish,
and if possible, a Sailfish (which is at the top
of my bucket list).

Next stop will be Karatha where I hope to
swim with the whale sharks, then up to Broome
camping and fishing wherever the opportunity 
presents itself for both inshore and estuary
species. After that it’s the Kimberleys into 
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Darwin, at which time I will catch up with Rob 
Barrett and fish for barra, jacks and saratoga.

Once I leave Darwin I’ll head south to Alice 
Springs and into the centre to Uluru and see 
the “Rock”, then onwards to home, fishing any 
inland waters that are available with the arrival 
home due late September to enable me to 
unpack, get the Ranger serviced and then head 
up to the Gold Coast Flathead Classic with 
Scott Thomas (Fisho editor) and Julian Viselli.

The preparation
So with my itinary set for almost the next five 
months, I set about getting my Quintrex 
Renegade 420 and Ford Ranger ready for a very 
long trip. There was lots to do and think about, 
keeping in mind I would be camping and 

therefore I needed good quality gear that would 
last and stand up to daily use over an extended 
period. And driving through some remote areas 
I needed to be self sufficient some of the time.

Camping gear
I already owned an OzTent RV4 decked out 
with sidewalls, front and f ly, but I purchased 
the Oz Trail stretcher with built in air 
mattress to make sleeping more comfortable 
and enjoyable. I also purchased a couple of 
Coleman folding tables and chairs, two butane 
gas cookers with extra supply of butane gas 
bottles, camp oven and BBQ plate for the 
times that an open fire was permitted. 

Other additions were a 12V camp shower and 
ensuite tent with a bush dunny, plus five 20 litre 

H/D water containers for times when I would be 
in those remote areas along with two 20 litre 
diesel jerry cans with extra fuel for the Ranger. 

The 4WD
In the Ranger I had a CTEK D250s duel DC 
charger installed along with two 120A AGS deep 
cycle batteries to provide all the power I’d need, 
as well as a 120W folding solar panel. These 
would run my 42 litre fridge/freezer, which I 
plan to use as a freezer only as I’ll be taking my 
87 litre Waeco Icebox for day-to-day use. I’ve 
removed the back seat from the Ranger and 
installed a waterproof piece of ply where my 
freezer and icebox will remain for the entire trip.

In the rear tub of the Ranger I have a dual 
sliding draw unit, my toolbox, and both 120A deep 

ABOVE: The stone 
stopper does just 
that, it stops stones 
from damaging your 
pride and joy.

LEFT: Big E’s 
purpose-built  
and very cleverly-
designed luggage 
tray is positioned 
low for less wind 
resistance and  
a better centre  
of gravity.
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“There was lots to do and think about, keeping in mind I
would be camping and therefore I needed good quality
gear that would last.”

Undercover
A custom made boat cover was another great 
addition that adds both security and peace of 
mind that everything will be in the boat 
whenever I stop. It has a full length drawstring 
which pulls it tight under the chines. I’ve also 
made a stone stomper to eliminate as many 
stones and rocks blasting the boat and cover as 
possible. These can be purchased and aren’t 
cheap, but I made my own at a cost of $100.

cycle batteries. I’ll also have four fish boxes with 
cooking utensils, bedding and clothes, which all fit 
on top of the sliding draw unit under the Tourneau 
cover along with the two diesel jerry cans.

I’ve built purpose made racks on the back of the 
Ranger to keep the luggage tray lower than the roof 
to eliminate wind resistance and keep the centre of 
gravity low. The extra spare boat wheel, Ranger spare 
tyre & tube, spare trailer springs, hubs & bearings, 
air filters, fuel filters for both boat and car and other 
numerous spares, crab traps, camp oven, BBQ plate 
and big cooking pot for crabs will all be carried up in 
the luggage tray and covered with a tarp.

With all that weight I’ll be carrying I 
thought it’s best to have heavy duty air bags 
installed into the rear of the Ranger to enable 
me to adjust the height as required.

Having the D250S dual CTEK charger also 
enables me to run a lead from the charger unit 
to my 120amp deep cycle electric motor battery 
in the boat and charge it as I drive.

After all of this preparation I’m feeling 
confident that I’ve covered everything for the 
boat, car and camping. Now it’s time to put 
together my fishing gear for the trip to cover 
many different species and styles of fishing, 
ranging from light, medium and heavy in both 
estuary and inshore, as well as f ly fishing, but I 
think I’ll cover those in my next instalment 
after my trip kicks off. 

I hope you enjoy and get some ideas for a trip 
of a lifetime of your own. 

RIGHT: The back seat was removed and waterproof ply 
positioned in its place for the fridge and cooler.

BELOW: Always take along spares!
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THE BAR CRUSHER DIFFERENCE
Designed and built in Australia for Australian conditions, Bar Crusher boats 

deliver a super-smooth ride (a far cry from the uncomfortable, pounding ride of 

other aluminium boats) and superior stability at rest.

Incorporating exclusive innovations such as the Waveslicer® deep-V, non-

pounding hull, Rigideck® engineered sub-floor system, Quickflow® water 

ballast technology, and the evolutionary Gen2™ hull design with Delta Flare™ 
(490 series to 615 series), Bar Crusher boats are renowned for their quality 

construction, superior performance and maximum fishability. 

REAL PLATE BOATS
The best definition of a ‘plate boat’ is a boat that’s built using an engineered

sub-floor frame; heavy-gauge, high-tensile aluminium cut from flat plate; and

has a welded-in aluminium floor.

Bar Crusher uses the toughest hull building system in the world. They’re real plate

boats, using cutting-edge technology in their design and construction.

WHY CHOOSE BAR CRUSHER?
They’re easy to tow, economical to power and low maintenance.

Every Bar Crusher boat is factory-packaged on a custom-designed trailer, which 

ensures launching and retrieving is a breeze. Self-centering and aligning perfectly 

every time, the innovative Bar Catch™ system also allows for single-handed 

launch/retrieve – no matter what size Bar Crusher you own.

Every feature of every Bar Crusher boat has been carefully considered for its 

performance, practicality, versatility and – importantly – durability. 

Bar Crusher boats are also fitted as standard with a range of fishing-related 

features other manufacturers charge as extras!

Head office: 5 Quality Drive, Dandenong South, VIC 3175

Phone: 03 9792 2999   Email: info@barcrusher.com.au     

Sales: 0408 776 080   Website: www.barcrusher.com.au

Follow us:

C SERIES HT SERIES WR SERIESHTP SERIES XS/SC SERIES

Download FREE Boat Buyer’s Guide 
www.barcrusher.com.au

DEALERS AUSTRALIA WIDE
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For easy launch  
and retrieve

Smooth-riding  
deep-V hull

Water ballast
for stability

Quickflow® water  
ballast flap

Engineered, sealed
sub-floor strength

Bar Crusher’s HT (Hard Top) and HTP (Hard Top Pilothouse) series are all-weather offshore Fishing 

Weapons. Featuring full-height, tinted glass windscreens and hard tops, these boats allow you to keep 

going even when the going gets tough... really tough. The stealth-bomber-like appearance and high-end 

performance of the HT and HTP series (the latter with lockable pilothouse) is complemented by large 

cockpits ready for serious fishing action, functional helm stations and spacious cabins for overnight trips.

HT SERIES
575HT, 615HT, 670HT, 730HT, 780HT

Image may include optional accessories.  

Confirm spec with dealer.




